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ABSTRACT
In 1909 the brothers E. and F. Cosserat discovered a new nonlinear group theoretical approach
to elasticity (EL), with the only experimental need to measure the EL constants. In a modern
language, their idea has been to use the nonlinear Spencer sequence instead of the nonlinear Janet
sequence for the Lie groupoid defining the group of rigid motions of space. Following H. Weyl,
our purpose is to compute for the first time the nonlinear Spencer sequence for the Lie groupoid
defining the conformal group of space-time in order to provide the physical foundations of both
electromagnetism (EM) and gravitation, with the only experimental need to measure the EM con-
stant in vacuum and the gravitational constant. With a manifold of dimension n, the difficulty
is to deal with the n nonlinear transformations that have been called ”elations” by E. Cartan in
1922. Using the fact that dimension n = 4 has very specific properties for the computation of the
Spencer cohomology, we prove that there is no conceptual difference between the Cosserat EL field
or induction equations and the Maxwell EM field or induction equations. As a byproduct, the well
known field/matter couplings (piezzoelectricity, photoelasticity, ...) can be described abstractly,
with the only experimental need to measure the corresponding coupling constants. In the sudy of
gravitation, the dimension n = 4 also allows to have a conformal factor defined everywhere but at
the central attractive mass and the inversion law of the subgroupoid made by strict second order
jets transforms attraction into repulsion.
KEY WORDS
Nonlinear differential sequences; Linear differential sequences; Lie groupoids; Lie algebroids;
Conformal geometry; Spencer cohomology; Maxwell equations; Cosserat equations.
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1) INTRODUCTION
Let us start this paper with a personal but meaningful story that has oriented my research
during the last fourty years or so, since the french ” Grandes Ecoles ” created their own research
laboratories. Being a fresh permanent researcher of Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chausse´es in
Paris, the author of this paper has been asked to become the scientific adviser of a young student
in order to introduce him to research. As General Relativity was far too much difficult for some-
body without any specific mathematical knowledge while remembering his own experience at the
same age, he asked the student to collect about 50 books of Special Relativity and classify them
along the way each writer was avoiding the use of the conformal group of space-time implied by
the Michelson and Morley experiment, only caring about the Poincare´ or Lorentz subgroups. After
six months, the student (like any reader) arrived at the fact that most books were almost copying
each other and could be nevertheless classified into three categories:
• 30 books, including the original 1905 paper ([9],[23]) by Einstein, were at once, as a working
assumption, deciding to restrict their study to a linear group reducing to the Galile´e group when
the speed of light was going to infinity. It must be noticed that people did believe that Einstein
had not been influenced in 1905 by the Michelson and Morley experiment of 1887 till the discovery
of hand written notes taken during lectures given by Einstein in Chicago (1921) and Kyoto (1922).
• 15 books were trying to ” prove ” that the conformal factor was indeed reduced to a constant
equal to 1 when space-time was supposed to be homogeneous and isotropic.
• 5 books only were claiming that the conformal factor could eventually depend on the property
of space-time, adding however that, if there was no surrounding electromagnetism or gravitation,
the situation should be reduced to the preceding one but nothing was said otherwise.
The sudent was so disgusted by such a state of affair that he decided to give up on research and
to become a normal civil engineer. As a byproduct, if group theory must be used, the underlying
group of transformations of space-time must be related to the propagation of light by itself rather
than by considering tricky signals between observers, thus must have to do with the biggest group
of invariance of Maxwell equations ([22],[54]). However, at the time we got the solution of this
problem with the publication of ([27) in 1988 (See [46] for recent results), a deep confusion was
going on which is still not acknowledged though it can be explained in a few lines ([14]). Using
standard notations of differential geometry, if the 2-form F ∈ ∧2T ∗ describing the EM field is
satifying the first set of Maxwell equations, it amounts to say that it is closed, that is killed by
the exterior derivative d : ∧2T ∗ → ∧3T ∗. The EM field can be thus (locally) parametrized by the
EM potential 1-form A ∈ T ∗ with dA = F where d : T ∗ → ∧2T ∗ is again the exterior derivative,
because d2 = d ◦ d = 0. Now, if E is a vector bundle over a manifold X of dimension n, then
we may define its adjoint vector bundle ad(E) = ∧nT ∗ ⊗ E∗ where E∗ is obtained from E by
inverting the transition rules, like T ∗ is obtained from T = T (X) and such a construction can
be extended to linear partial differential operators between (sections of) vector bundles. When
n = 4, it follows that the second set of Maxwell equations for the EM induction is just described
by ad(d) : ∧4T ∗⊗∧2T → ∧4T ∗⊗ T , independently of any Minkowski constitutive relation between
field and induction. Using Hodge duality with respect to the volume form dx = dx1 ∧ ... ∧ dx4,
this operator is isomorphic to d : ∧2T ∗ → ∧3T ∗. It follows that both the first set and second set of
Maxwell equations are invariant by any diffeomorphism and that the conformal group of space-time
is the biggest group of transformations preserving the Minkowski constitutive relations in vacuum
where the speed of light is trully c as a universal constant. It was thus natural to believe that
the mathematical structure of electromagnetism and gravitation had only to do with such a group
having:
4 translations+ 6 rotations+ 1 dilatation+ 4 elations = 15 parameters
the main difficulty being to deal with these later non-linear tranformations. Of course, such a chal-
lenge could not be solved without the help of the non-linear theory of partial differential equations
and Lie pseudogroups combined with homological algebra, that is before 1995 at least ([28]).
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From a purely physical point of view, these new nonlinear methods have been introduced for the
first time in 1909 by the brothers E. and F. Cosserat for studying the mathematical foundations of
EL ([1],[7],[8],[18],[29-30],[50]). We have presented their link with the nonlinear Spencer differential
sequences existing in the formal theory of Lie pseudogroups at the end of our book ” Differential
Galois Theory ” published in 1983 ([26]). Similarly, the conformal methods have been introduced
by H. Weyl in 1918 for revisiting the mathematical foundations of EM ([54]). We have presented
their link with the above approach through a unique differential sequence only depending on the
structure of the conformal group in our book ” Lie Pseudogroups and Mechanics ” published in
1988 ([27]). However, the Cosserat brothers were only dealing with translations and rotations while
Weyl was only dealing with dilatation and elations. Also, as an additional condition not fulfilled
by the classical Einstein-Fokker-Nordstro¨m theory ([10]), if the conformal factor has to do with
gravitation, it must be defined everywhere but at the central attractive mass as we already said.
From a purely mathematical point of view, the concept of a finite length differential sequence,
now called Janet sequence, has been first described as a footnote by M. Janet in 1920 ([16]). Then,
the work of D. C. Spencer in 1970 has been the first attempt to use the formal theory of systems of
partial differential equations that he developped himself in order to study the formal theory of Lie
pseudogroups ([12-13],[19],[49]). However, the nonlinear Spencer sequences for Lie pseudogroups,
though never used in physics, largely supersede the ”Cartan structure equations ” introduced by
E.Cartan in 1905 ([4-6],[17]) and are different from the ”Vessiot structure equations ” introduced
by E. Vessiot in 1903 ([51-52]) for the same purpose but still not known today after more than a
century because they have never been acknowledged by Cartan himself or even by his successors.
The purpose of the present difficult paper is to apply these new methods for studying the
common nonlinear conformal origin of gravitation and electromagnetism, in a purely mathematical
way, by constructing explicitly the corresponding nonlinear Spencer sequence. All the physical
consequences will be presented in another paper.
2) GROUPOIDS AND ALGEBROIDS
Let us now turn to the clever way proposed by Vessiot in 1903 ([51]) and 1904 ([52]). Our
purpose is only to sketch the main results that we have obtained in many books ([25-28], we do not
know other references) and to illustrate them by a series of specific examples, asking the reader to
imagine any link with what has been said. We break the study into 9 successive steps.
1) If E = X ×X , we shall denote by Πq = Πq(X,X) the open subfibered manifold of Jq(X ×X)
defined independently of the coordinate system by det(yki ) 6= 0 with source projection αq : Πq →
X : (x, yq) → (x) and target projection βq : Πq → X : (x, yq) → (y). We shall sometimes in-
troduce a copy Y of X with local coordinates (y) in order to avoid any confusion between the
source and the target manifolds. In order to construct another nonlinear sequence, we need a few
basic definitions on Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids that will become substitutes for Lie groups
and Lie algebras. The first idea is to use the chain rule for derivatives jq(g ◦ f) = jq(g) ◦ jq(f)
whenever f, g ∈ aut(X) can be composed and to replace both jq(f) and jq(g) respectively by fq
and gq in order to obtain the new section gq ◦ fq. This kind of ”composition” law can be written in
a pointwise symbolic way by introducing another copy Z of X with local coordinates (z) as follows:
γq : Πq(Y, Z)×YΠq(X,Y )→ Πq(X,Z) : ((y, z,
∂z
∂y
, ...), (x, y,
∂y
∂x
, ...)→ (x, z,
∂z
∂y
∂y
∂x
, ...)
We may also define jq(f)
−1 = jq(f
−1) and obtain similarly an ”inversion” law.
DEFINITION 2.1: A fibered submanifold Rq ⊂ Πq is called a system of finite Lie equations
or a Lie groupoid of order q if we have an induced source projection αq : Rq → X , target pro-
jection βq : Rq → X , composition γq : Rq×XRq → Rq , inversion ιq : Rq → Rq and identity
jq(id) = idq : X → Rq. In the sequel we shall only consider transitive Lie groupoids such that the
map (αq, βq) : Rq → X×X is an epimorphism and we shall denote by R
0
q = id
−1(Rq) the isotropy
Lie group bundle of Rq. Also, one can prove that the new system ρr(Rq) = Rq+r obtained by
differentiating r times all the defining equations of Rq is a Lie groupoid of order q + r.
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Let us start with a Lie pseudogroup Γ ⊂ aut(X) defined by a system Rq ⊂ Πq of order q. Roughly
speaking, if f, g ∈ Γ⇒ g ◦f, f−1 ∈ Γ) but such a definition is totally meaningless in actual practice
as it cannot be checked most of the time. In all the sequel we shall suppose that the system is
involutive ([25-28],[30]) and that Γ is transitive that is ∀x, y ∈ X, ∃f ∈ Γ, y = f(x) or, equivalently,
the map (αq, βq) : Rq → X ×X : (x, yq)→ (x, y) is surjective.
2) The Lie algebra Θ ⊂ T of infinitesimal transformations is then obtained by linearization, setting
y = x + tξ(x) + ... and passing to the limit t → 0 in order to obtain the linear involutive system
Rq = id
−1
q (V (Rq)) ⊂ Jq(T ) by reciprocal image with Θ = {ξ ∈ T |jq(ξ) ∈ Rq}. We define the
isotropy Lie algebra bundle R0q ⊂ J
0
q (T ) by the short exact sequence 0→ R
0
q → Rq
pi
q
0−→ T → 0.
3) Passing from source to target, we may prolong the vertical infinitesimal transformations η =
ηk(y) ∂
∂yk
to the jet coordinates up to order q in order to obtain:
ηk(y)
∂
∂yk
+ (
∂ηk
∂yr
yri )
∂
∂yki
+ (
∂2ηk
∂yr∂ys
yri y
s
j +
∂ηk
∂yr
yrij)
∂
∂ykij
+ ...
where we have replaced jq(f)(x) by yq, each component beeing the ”formal” derivative of the
previous one .
4) As [Θ,Θ] ⊂ Θ, we may use the Frobenius theorem in order to find a generating fundamental set
of differential invariants {Φτ (yq)} up to order q which are such that Φ
τ (y¯q) = Φ
τ (yq) by using the
chain rule for derivatives whenever y¯ = g(y) ∈ Γ acting now on Y . Specializing the Φτ at idq(x)
we obtain the Lie form Φτ (yq) = ω
τ (x) of Rq.
Of course, in actual practice one must use sections of Rq instead of solutions and we now prove why
the use of the Spencer operator becomes crucial for such a purpose. Indeed, using the algebraic
bracket {jq+1(ξ), jq+1(η)} = jq([ξ, η]), ∀ξ, η ∈ T , we may obtain by bilinearity a differential bracket
on Jq(T ) extending the bracket on T :
[ξq, ηq] = {ξq+1, ηq+1}+ i(ξ)Dηq+1 − i(η)Dξq+1, ∀ξq, ηq ∈ Jq(T )
which does not depend on the respective lifts ξq+1 and ηq+1 of ξq and ηq in Jq+1(T ). This bracket
on sections satisfies the Jacobi identity and we set ([25-28]):
DEFINITION 2.2: We say that a vector subbundle Rq ⊂ Jq(T ) is a system of infinitesimal Lie
equations or a Lie algebroid if [Rq, Rq] ⊂ Rq, that is to say ξq, ηq ∈ Rq ⇒ [ξq, ηq] ∈ Rq. Such a
definition can be tested by means of computer algebra. We shall also say that Rq is transitive if we
have the short exact sequence 0 → R0q → Rq
pi
q
0→ T → 0. In that case, a splitting of this sequence,
namely a map χq : T → Rq such that π
q
0 ◦ χq = idT or equivalently a section χq ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rq
over idT ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T , is called a Rq-connection and its curvature κq ∈ ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ R0q is defined by
κq(ξ, η) = [χq(ξ), χq(η)] − χq([ξ, η]), ∀ξ, η ∈ T .
PROPOSITION 2.3: If [Rq, Rq] ⊂ Rq, then [Rq+r , Rq+r] ⊂ Rq+r, ∀r ≥ 0.
Proof: When r = 1, we have ρ1(Rq) = Rq+1 = {ξq+1 ∈ Jq+1(T ) | ξq ∈ Rq, Dξq+1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rq}
and we just need to use the following formulas showing how D acts on the various brackets (See
[25],[28] and [40] for more details):
i(ζ)D{ξq+1, ηq+1} = {i(ζ)Dξq+1, ηq}+ {ξq, i(ζ)Dηq+1}, ∀ζ ∈ T
i(ζ)D[ξq+1, ηq+1] = [i(ζ)Dξq+1, ηq] + [ξq, i(ζ)Dηq+1]
+i(L(η1)ζ)Dξq+1 − i(L(ξ1)ζ)Dηq+1
because the right member of the second formula is a section of Rq whenever ξq+1, ηq+1 ∈ Rq+1.
The first formula may be used when Rq is formally integrable.
Q.E.D.
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EXAMPLE 2.4: With n = 1, q = 3, X = R and evident notations, the components of [ξ3, η3] at
order zero, one, two and three are defined by the totally unusual successive formulas:
[ξ, η] = ξ∂xη − η∂xξ
([ξ1, η1])x = ξ∂xηx − η∂xξx
([ξ2, η2])xx = ξxηxx − ηxξxx + ξ∂xηxx − η∂xξxx
([ξ3, η3])xxx = 2ξxηxxx − 2ηxξxxx + ξ∂xηxxx − η∂xξxxx
For affine transformations, ξxx = 0, ηxx = 0⇒ ([ξ2, η2])xx = 0 and thus [R2, R2] ⊂ R2.
For projective transformations, ξxxx = 0, ηxxx = 0⇒ ([ξ3, η3])xxx = 0 and thus [R3, R3] ⊂ R3.
THEOREM 2.5: (prolongation/projection (PP) procedure) If an arbitrary system Rq ⊆ Jq(E) is
given, one can effectively find two integers r, s ≥ 0 such that the system R
(s)
q+r is formally integrable
or even involutive.
COROLLARY 2.6: The bracket is compatible with the PP procedure:
[Rq, Rq] ⊂ Rq ⇒ [R
(s)
q+r , R
(s)
q+r] ⊂ R
(s)
q+r, ∀r, s ≥ 0
EXAMPLE 2.7: With n = m = 2 and q = 1, let us consider the Lie pseudodogroup Γ ⊂ aut(X)
of finite transformations y = f(x) such that y2dy1 = x2dx1 = ω = (x2, 0) ∈ T ∗. Setting
y = x + tξ(x) + ... and linearizing, we get the Lie operator Dξ = L(ξ)ω where L is the Lie
derivative because it is well known that [L(ξ),L(η)] = L(ξ) ◦ L(η) − L(η) ◦ L(ξ) = L([ξ, η]) in the
operator sense. The system R1 ⊂ J1(T ) of linear infinitesimal Lie equations is:
x2∂1ξ
1 + ξ2 = 0, ∂2ξ
1 = 0
Replacing j1(ξ) by a section ξ1 ∈ J1(T ), we have:
ξ11 = −
1
x2
ξ2, ξ12 = 0
Let us choose the two sections:
ξ1 = {ξ
1 = 0, ξ2 = −x2, ξ11 = 1, ξ
1
2 = 0, ξ
2
1 = 0, ξ
2
2 = 0} ∈ R1
η1 = {η
1 = x2, η2 = 0, η11 = 0, η
1
2 = −x2, η
2
1 = 0, η
2
2 = 1} ∈ R1
We let the reader check that [ξ1, η1] ∈ R1. However, we have the strict inclusion R
(1)
1 ⊂ R1
defined by the additional equation ξ11 + ξ
2
2 = 0 and thus ξ1, η1 /∈ R
(1)
1 though we have indeed
[R
(1)
1 , R
(1)
1 ] ⊂ R
(1)
1 , a result not evident at all because the sections ξ1 and η1 have nothing to do
with solutions. The reader may proceed in the same way with x2dx1 − x1dx2 and compare.
5) The main discovery of Vessiot, as early as in 1903 and thus fifty years in advance, has been
to notice that the prolongation at order q of any horizontal vector field ξ = ξi(x) ∂
∂xi
commutes
with the prolongation at order q of any vertical vector field η = ηk(y) ∂
∂yk
, exchanging there-
fore the differential invariants. Keeping in mind the well known property of the Jacobian de-
terminant while passing to the finite point of view, any (local) transformation y = f(x) can be
lifted to a (local) transformation of the differential invariants between themselves of the form
u→ λ(u, jq(f)(x)) allowing to introduce a natural bundle F over X by patching changes of coor-
dinates x¯ = ϕ(x), u¯ = λ(u, jq(ϕ)(x)). A section ω of F is called a geometric object or structure
on X and transforms like ω¯(f(x)) = λ(ω(x), jq(f)(x)) or simply ω¯ = jq(f)(ω). This is a way
to generalize vectors and tensors (q = 1) or even connections (q = 2). As a byproduct we have
Γ = {f ∈ aut(X)|Φω(jq(f)) = jq(f)
−1(ω) = ω} as a new way to write out the Lie form and we
may say that Γ preserves ω. We also obtain Rq = {fq ∈ Πq|f
−1
q (ω) = ω}. Coming back to the
infinitesimal point of view and setting ft = exp(tξ) ∈ aut(X), ∀ξ ∈ T , we may define the ordinary
Lie derivative with value in F = ω−1(V (F)) by introducing the vertical bundle of F as a vector
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bundle over F and the formula :
Dξ = L(ξ)ω =
d
dt
jq(ft)
−1(ω)|t=0 ⇒ Θ = {ξ ∈ T |L(ξ)ω = 0}
while we have x → x + tξ(x) + ... ⇒ uτ → uτ + t∂µξ
kLτµk (u) + ... where µ = (µ1, ..., µn) is a
multi-index as a way to write down the system Rq ⊂ Jq(T ) of infinitesimal Lie equations in the
Medolaghi form:
Ωτ ≡ (L(ξ)ω)τ ≡ −Lτµk (ω(x))∂µξ
k + ξr∂rω
τ (x) = 0
EXAMPLE 2.8: With n = 1, let us consider the Lie group of projective transformations
y = (ax + b)/(cx + d) as a lie pseudogroup. Differentiating three times in order to eliminate
the parameters, we obtain the third order Schwarzian OD equation and its linearization over y = x:
R3 ⊂ Π3 Ψ ≡
yxxx
yx
−
3
2
(
yxx
yx
)2 = 0
R3 ⊂ J3(T ) ξxxx = 0
Accordingly, the prolongation ♯(η3)of any η3 ∈ J3(T (Y )) over Y such that ηyyy = 0 becomes:
η(y)
∂
∂y
+ ηy(y)(yx
∂
∂yx
+ yxx
∂
∂yxx
+ yxxx
∂
∂yxxx
) + ηyy(y)((yx)
2 ∂
∂yxx
+ 3yxyxx
∂
∂yxxx
)
It follows that Ψ is a generating third order differential invariant and R3 is in Lie form.
Now, we have:
x¯ = ϕ(x)⇒ yx = yx¯∂xϕ, yxx = yx¯x¯(∂xϕ)
2 + yx¯∂xxϕ, yxxx = yx¯x¯x¯(∂xϕ)
3 + 3yx¯x¯∂xϕ∂xxϕ+ yx¯∂xxxϕ
and the natural bundle F is thus defined by the transition rules:
x¯ = ϕ(x), u = u¯(∂xϕ)
2 + (
∂xxxϕ
∂xϕ
−
3
2
(
∂xxϕ
∂xϕ
)2)
The general Lie form of R3 is:
yxxx
yx
−
3
2
(
yxx
yx
)2 + ω(y)(yx)
2 = ω(x)
We obtain R3 ⊂ J3(T ) in Medolaghi form as follows:
Ω ≡ L(ξ)ω ≡ ∂xxxξ + 2ω(x)∂xξ + ξ∂xω(x) = 0
Using a section ξ3 ∈ J3(T ), we finally get the formal Lie derivative:
Ω ≡ L(ξ3)ω ≡ ξxxx + 2ω(x)ξx + ξ∂xω(x) = 0
and let the reader ckeck directly that [L(ξ3), L(η3)] = L([ξ3, η3]), ∀ξ3, η3 ∈ J3(T ), a result abso-
lutely not evident at first sight ([47]).
7) By analogy with ”special” and ”general” relativity, we shall call the given section special and
any other arbitrary section general. The problem is now to study the formal properties of the linear
system just obtained with coefficients only depending on j1(ω), exactly like L.P. Eisenhart did for
F = S2T
∗ when finding the constant Riemann curvature condition for a metric ω with det(ω) 6= 0
([11],[28], Example 10, p 246 to 256). Indeed, if any expression involving ω and its derivatives is a
scalar object, it must reduce to a constant because Γ is assumed to be transitive and thus cannot
be defined by any zero order equation. Now one can prove that the CC for ω¯, thus for ω too,
only depend on the Φ and take the quasi-linear symbolic form v ≡ I(u1) ≡ A(u)ux + B(u) = 0,
allowing to define an affine subfibered manifold B1 ⊂ J1(F) over F . Now, if one has two sections
ω and ω¯ of F , the equivalence problem is to look for f ∈ aut(X) such that jq(f)
−1(ω) = ω¯. When
the two sections satisfy the same CC, the problem is sometimes locally possible (Lie groups of
transformations, Darboux problem in analytical mechanics,...) but sometimes not ([23], p 333).
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8) Instead of the CC for the equivalence problem, let us look for the integrability conditions (IC) for
the system of infinitesimal Lie equations and suppose that, for the given section, all the equations
of order q + r are obtained by differentiating r times only the equations of order q, then it was
claimed by Vessiot ([50] with no proof, see [28], p 207-211) that such a property is held if and only
if there is an equivariant section c : F → F1 : (x, u) → (x, u, v = c(u)) where F1 = J1(F)/B1 is
a natural vector bundle over F with local coordinates (x, u, v). Moreover, any such equivariant
section depends on a finite number of constants c called structure constants and the IC for the
Vessiot structure equations I(u1) = c(u) are of a polynomial form J(c) = 0.
EXAMPLE 2.9: Comig back to Example 2.7 first considered by Vessiot as early as in 1903 ([51]),
the geometric object ω = (α, β) ∈ T ∗⊗X∧
2T ∗ must satisfy the Vessiot structure equation dα = c β
with a single Vessiot structure constant c = −1 in the situation considered where α = x2dx1 and
β = dx1∧dx2 (See ([40]) for other examples and applications). As a byproduct, there is no concep-
tual difference between such a constant and the constant appearing in the constant Riemannian
curvature condition of Eisenhart ([11]).
9) Finally, when Y is no longer a copy of X , a system Aq ⊂ Jq(X×Y ) is said to be an automorphic
system for a Lie pseudogroup Γ ⊂ aut(Y ) if, whenever y = f(x) and y¯ = f¯(x) are two solutions,
then there exists one and only one transformation y¯ = g(y) ∈ Γ such that f¯ = g ◦ f . Explicit tests
for checking such a property formally have been given in ([26],[42]) and can be implemented on
computer in the differential algebraic framework.
3) NONLINEAR SEQUENCES
Contrary to what happens in the study of Lie pseudogroups and in particular in the study of
the algebraic ones that can be found in mathematical physics, nonlinear operators do not in gen-
eral admit CC, unless they are defined by differential polynomials, as can be seen by considering
the two following examples with m = 1, n = 2, q = 2. With standard notations from differential
algebra, if we are dealing with a ground differential field K, like Q in the next examples, we denote
by K{y} the ring (which is even an integral domain) of differential polynomials in y with coeffi-
cients in K and by K < y >= Q(K{y}) the corresponding quotient field of differential rational
functions in y. Then, if u, v ∈ K < y >, we have the two towers K ⊂ K < u >⊂ K < y > and
K ⊂ K < v >⊂ K < y > of extensions, thus the tower K ⊂ K < u, v >⊂ K < y >. Accordingly,
the differential extensionK < u, v > /K is a finitely generated differential extension. If we consider
u and v as new indeterminates, then K < u > and K < v > are both differential transcendental
extensions of K and the kernel of the canonical differential morphism K{u}⊗KK{v} → K < y >
is a prime differential ideal in the differential integral domain K < u > ⊗KK < v >, a way to
describe by residue the smallest differential field containing K < u > and K < v > in K < y >.
Of course, the true difficulty is to find out such a prime differential ideal.
EXAMPLE 3.1: First of all, let us consider the following nonlinear system in y with second
member (u, v):
P ≡ y22 −
1
3
(y11)
3 = u, Q ≡ y12 −
1
2
(y11)
2 = v ⇒ y11 =
u1 − v2
v1
The differential ideal a generated by P and Q in Q{y} is prime because d2Q+ d1P − y11d1Q = 0
and thus Q{y}/{P,Q} ≃ Q[y, y1, y2, y11, y111, ...] is an integral domain.
We may consider the following nonlinear involutive system with two equations:
{
y22 −
1
3 (y11)
3 = 0
y12 −
1
2 (y11)
2 = 0
1 2
1 •
We have also the linear inhomogeneous finite type second order system with three equations:


y22 = u+
1
3 (
u1−v2
v1
)3
y12 = v +
1
2 (
u1−v2
v1
)2
y11 =
u1−v2
v1
1 2
1 •
1 •
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Though we have a priori two CC, we let the reader prove, as a delicate exercise, that there is only
the single nonlinear second order CC obtained from the bottom dot.:
d2(
u1−v2
v1
)− d1(v +
1
2 (
u1−v2
v1
)2) = 0
EXAMPLE 3.2: On the contrary, if we consider the following new nonlinear system:
P ≡ y22 −
1
2
(y11)
2 = u, Q ≡ y12 − y11 = v ⇒ (y11 − 1)y111 = v2 + v1 − u1 = w
we obtain successively:
d2Q+ d1Q− d1P ≡ (y11 − 1)y111
y111(d12Q+ d11Q − d11P )− y1111(d2Q+ d1Q− d1P ) = (y111)
3
The symbol at order 3 is thus not a vector bundle and no direct study as above can be used because
the differential ideal generated by (P,Q) is not perfect as it contains (y111)
3 without containing
y111 (See [26] and [41] for more details). The following nonlinear system is not involutive:
{
y22 −
1
2 (y11)
2 = 0
y12 − y11 = 0
1 2
1 •
We have the following four generic nonlinear additional finite type third order equations:


y222 − y11(v1 +
w
y11−1
) = u2
y122 − y11
w
y11−1
= u1
y112 −
w
y11−1
= v1
y111 −
w
y11−1
= 0
1 2
1 •
1 •
1 •
Though we have now a priori three CC and thus three additional equations because the system
is not involutive, setting y11 − 1 = z ⇒ y112 = z2, y111 = z1, there is only the single additional
nonlinear second order equation:
v11z
2 + (w1 − w2)z + v1w = 0
Differentiating once and using the relation zz1 = w, we get:
v111z
3 + (w11 − w12)z
2 + (v1w1 + 3v11w)z + (w1 − w2)w = 0
a result leading to a tricky resultant providing a third order differential polynomial in (u, v).
However, the kernel of a linear operator D : E → F is always taken with respet to the zero
section of F , while it must be taken with respect to a prescribed section by a double arrow for
a nonlinear operator. Keeping in mind the linear Janet sequence and the examples of Vessiot
structure equations already presented, one obtains:
THEOREM 3.3: There exists a nonlinear Janet sequence associated with the Lie form of an
involutive system of finite Lie equations:
Φ ◦ jq I ◦ j1
0→ Γ→ aut(X) ⇒ F ⇒ F1
ω ◦ α 0
where the kernel of the first operator f → Φ ◦ jq(f) = Φ(jq(f)) = jq(f)
−1(ω) is taken with respect
to the section ω of F while the kernel of the second operator ω → I(j1(ω)) ≡ A(ω)∂xω +B(ω) is
taken with respect to the zero section of the vector bundle F1 over F .
COROLLARY 3.4: By linearization at the identity, one obtains the involutive Lie operator
D : T → F0 : ξ → L(ξ)ω with kernel Θ = {ξ ∈ T |L(ξ)ω = 0} ⊂ T satisfying [Θ,Θ] ⊂ Θ and the
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corresponding linear Janet sequence:
0→ Θ→ T
D
−→ F0
D1−→ F1
where F0 = F = ω
−1(V (F)) and F1 = ω
−1(F1).
Now we notice that T is a natural vector bundle of order 1 and Jq(T ) is thus a natural vector
bundle of order q + 1. Looking at the way a vector field and its derivatives are transformed under
any f ∈ aut(X) while replacing jq(f) by fq, we obtain:
ηk(f(x)) = fkr (x)ξ
r(x)⇒ ηku(f(x))f
u
i (x) = f
k
r (x)ξ
r
i (x) + f
k
ri(x)ξ
r(x)
and so on, a result leading to:
LEMMA 3.5: Jq(T ) is associated with Πq+1 = Πq+1(X,X) that is we can obtain a new section
ηq = fq+1(ξq) from any section ξq ∈ Jq(T ) and any section fq+1 ∈ Πq+1 by the formula:
dµη
k ≡ ηkr f
r
µ + ... = f
k
r ξ
r
µ + ...+ f
k
µ+1rξ
r, ∀0 ≤ |µ| ≤ q
where the left member belongs to V (Πq). Similarly Rq ⊂ Jq(T ) is associated with Rq+1 ⊂ Πq+1.
More generally, looking now for transformations ”close” to the identity, that is setting y =
x + tξ(x) + ... when t ≪ 1 is a small constant parameter and passing to the limit t → 0, we
may linearize any (nonlinear) system of finite Lie equations in order to obtain a (linear) system
of infinitesimal Lie equations Rq ⊂ Jq(T ) for vector fields. Such a system has the property that,
if ξ, η are two solutions, then [ξ, η] is also a solution. Accordingly, the set Θ ⊂ T of its solutions
satisfies [Θ,Θ] ⊂ Θ and can therefore be considered as the Lie algebra of Γ.
More generally, the next definition will extend the classical Lie derivative:
L(ξ)ω = (i(ξ)d+ di(ξ))ω =
d
dt
jq(exp tξ)
−1(ω)|t=0.
DEFINITION 3.6: We say that a vector bundle F is associated with Rq if there exists a first
order differential operator L(ξq) : F → F called formal Lie derivative and such that:
1) L(ξq + ηq) = L(ξq) + L(ηq) ∀ξq, ηq ∈ Rq.
2) L(fξq) = fL(ξq) ∀ξq ∈ Rq, ∀f ∈ C
∞(X).
3) [L(ξq), L(ηq)] = L(ξq) ◦ L(ηq)− L(ηq) ◦ L(ξq) = L([ξq, ηq]) ∀ξq, ηq ∈ Rq.
4) L(ξq)(fη) = fL(ξq)η + (ξ.f)η ∀ξq ∈ Rq, ∀f ∈ C
∞(X), ∀η ∈ F .
LEMMA 3.7: If E and F are associated with Rq, we may set on E ⊗ F :
L(ξq)(η ⊗ ζ) = L(ξq)η ⊗ ζ + η ⊗ L(ξq)ζ ∀ξq ∈ Rq, ∀η ∈ E, ∀ζ ∈ F
If Θ ⊂ T denotes the solutions of Rq, then we may set L(ξ) = L(jq(ξ)), ∀ξ ∈ Θ but no explicit
computation can be done when Θ is infinite dimensional. However, we have:
PROPOSITION 3.8: Jq(T ) is associated with Jq+1(T ) if we define:
L(ξq+1)ηq = {ξq+1, ηq+1}+ i(ξ)Dηq+1 = [ξq, ηq] + i(η)Dξq+1
and thus Rq is associated with Rq+1.
Proof: It is easy to check the properties 1, 2, 4 and it only remains to prove property 3 as follows.
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[L(ξq+1), L(ηq+1)]ζq = L(ξq+1)({ηq+1, ζq+1}+ i(η)Dζq+1)
−L(ηq+1)({ξq+1, ζq+1}+ i(ξ)Dζq+1)
= {ξq+1, {ηq+2, ζq+2}} − {ηq+1, {ξq+2, ζq+2}}
+{ξq+1, i(η)Dζq+2} − {ηq+1, i(ξ)Dζq+2}
+i(ξ)D{ηq+2, ζq+2} − i(η)D{ξq+2, ζq+2}
+i(ξ)D(i(η)Dζq+2)− i(η)D(i(ξ)Dζq+2)
= {{ξq+2, ηq+2}, ζq+1}+ {i(ξ)Dηq+2, ζq+1}
−{i(η)Dξq+2, ζq+1}+ i([ξ, η])Dζq+1
= {[ξq+1, ηq+1], ζq+1}+ i([ξ, η])Dζq+1
by using successively the Jacobi identity for the algebraic bracket and the last proposition.
Q.E.D.
EXAMPLE 3.9: T and T ∗ both with any tensor bundle are associated with J1(T ). For T we
may define L(ξ1)η = [ξ, η] + i(η)Dξ1 = {ξ1, j1(η)}. We have ξ
r∂rη
k − ηs∂sξ
k + ηs(∂sξ
k − ξks ) =
−ηsξks + ξ
r∂rη
k and the four properties of the formal Lie derivative can be checked directly. Of
course, we find back L(ξ)η = [ξ, η], ∀ξ, η ∈ T . We let the reader treat similarly the case of T ∗.
PROPOSITION 3.10: There is a first nonlinear Spencer sequence:
0 −→ aut(X)
jq+1
−→ Πq+1(X,X)
D¯
−→ T ∗ ⊗ Jq(T )
D¯′
−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ Jq−1(T )
with D¯fq+1 ≡ f
−1
q+1◦j1(fq)−idq+1 = χq ⇒ D¯
′χq(ξ, η) ≡ Dχq(ξ, η)−{χq(ξ), χq(η)} = 0. Moreover,
setting χ0 = A− id ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T , this sequence is locally exact if det(A) 6= 0.
Proof: There is a canonical inclusion Πq+1 ⊂ J1(Πq) defined by y
k
µ,i = y
k
µ+1i and the composition
f−1q+1 ◦ j1(fq) is a well defined section of J1(Πq) over the section f
−1
q ◦ fq = idq of Πq like idq+1.
The difference χq = f
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(fq) − idq+1 is thus a section of T
∗ ⊗ V (Πq) over idq and we have
already noticed that id−1q (V (Πq)) = Jq(T ). For q = 1 we get with g1 = f
−1
1 :
χk,i = g
k
l ∂if
l − δki = A
k
i − δ
k
i , χ
k
j,i = g
k
l (∂if
l
j −A
r
i f
l
rj)
We also obtain from Lemma 3.5 the useful formula fkr χ
r
µ,i + ...+ f
k
µ+1rχ
r
,i = ∂if
k
µ − f
k
µ+1i allowing
to determine χq inductively.
We refer to ([28], p 215-216) for the inductive proof of the local exactness, providing the only
formulas that will be used later on and can be checked directly by the reader:
∂iχ
k
,j − ∂jχ
k
,i − χ
k
i,j + χ
k
j,i − (χ
r
,iχ
k
r,j − χ
r
,jχ
k
r,i) = 0 (1)
∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i − χ
k
li,j + χ
k
lj,i − (χ
r
,iχ
k
lr,j + χ
r
l,iχ
k
r,j − χ
r
l,jχ
k
r,i − χ
r
,jχ
k
lr,i) = 0 (2)
∂iχ
k
lr,j − ∂jχ
k
lr,i − χ
k
lri,j + χ
k
lrj,i
−(χs,iχ
k
lrs,j + χ
s
r,iχ
k
ls,j + χ
s
l,iχ
k
rs,j + χ
s
lr,iχ
k
s,j − χ
s
,jχ
k
lrs,i − χ
s
r,jχ
k
ls,i − χ
s
l,jχ
k
rs,i − χ
s
lr,jχ
k
s,i) = 0 (3)
There is no need for double-arrows in this framework as the kernels are taken with respect to
the zero section of the vector bundles involved. We finally notice that the main difference with the
gauge sequence is that all the indices range from 1 to n and that the condition det(A) 6= 0 amounts
to ∆ = det(∂if
k) 6= 0 because det(fki ) 6= 0 by assumption.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.11: There is a restricted first nonlinear Spencer sequence:
0 −→ Γ
jq+1
−→ Rq+1
D¯
−→ T ∗ ⊗Rq
D¯′
−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ Jq−1(T )
DEFINITION 3.12: A splitting of the short exact sequence 0 → R0q → Rq
pi
q
0→ T → 0
is a map χ′q : T → Rq such that π
q
0 ◦ χ
′
q = idT or equivalently a section of T
∗ ⊗ Rq over
idT ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T and is called a Rq-connection. Its curvature κ
′
q ∈ ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ R0q is defined by
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κ′q(ξ, η) = [χ
′
q(ξ), χ
′
q(η)] − χ
′
q([ξ, η]). We notice that χ
′
q = −χq is a connection with D¯
′χ′q = κ
′
q if
and only if A = 0. In particular (δki ,−γ
k
ij) is the only existing symmetric connection for the Killing
system.
REMARK 3.13: Rewriting the previous local formulas with A instead of χ0 we get:
∂iA
k
j − ∂jA
k
i −A
r
iχ
k
r,j +A
r
jχ
k
r,i = 0 (1
∗)
∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i − χ
r
l,iχ
k
r,j + χ
r
l,jχ
k
r,i −A
r
iχ
k
lr,j +A
r
jχ
k
lr,i = 0 (2
∗)
∂iχ
k
lr,j − ∂jχ
k
lr,i −A
sjχklri,j +A
s
iχ
k
lrj,i
−(χsr,iχ
k
ls,j + χ
s
l,iχ
k
rs,j + χ
s
lr,iχ
k
s,j − χ
s
r,jχ
k
ls,i − χ
s
l,jχ
k
rs,i − χ
s
lr,jχ
k
s,i) = 0 (3
∗)
When q = 1, g2 = 0 and though surprising it may look like, we find back exactly all the formulas
presented by E. and F. Cosserat in ([8], p 123 and [16]). Even more strikingly, in the case of a
Riemann structure, the last two terms disappear but the quadratic terms are left while, in the case
of screw and complex structures, the quadratic terms disappear but the last two terms are left. We
finally notice that χ′q = −χq is a Rq-connection if and only if A = 0, a result contradicting the use
of connections in physics. However, when A = 0, we have χ′0(ξ) = ξ and thus:
D¯′χq+1 = (Dχq+1)(ξ, η) − ([χq(ξ), χq(η)] + i(ξ)D(χq+1(η))− i(η)D(χq+1(ξ)))
= −[χq(ξ), χq(η)]− χq([ξ, η])
= −([χ′q(ξ), χ
′
q(η)]− χ
′
q([ξ, η]))
= −κ′q(ξ, η)
does not depend on the lift of χq.
COROLLARY 3.14: When det(A) 6= 0 there is a second nonlinear Spencer sequence stabilized
at order q:
0 −→ aut(X)
jq
−→ Πq
D¯1−→ C1(T )
D¯2−→ C2(T )
where D¯1 and D¯2 are involutive and a restricted second nonlinear Spencer sequence:
0 −→ Γ
jq
−→ Rq
D¯1−→ C1
D¯2−→ C2
such that D¯1 and D¯2 are involutive whenever Rq is involutive.
Proof: With |µ| = q we have χkµ,i = −g
k
l A
r
i f
l
µ+1r+ terms(order ≤ q). Setting χ
k
µ,i = A
r
i τ
k
µ,r, we ob-
tain τkµ,r = −g
k
l f
l
µ+1r+terms(order ≤ q) and D¯ : Πq+1 → T
∗⊗Jq(T ) restricts to D¯1 : Πq → C1(T ).
Finally, setting A−1 = B = id− τ0, we obtain successively:
∂iχ
k
µ,j − ∂jχ
k
µ,i + terms(χq)− (A
r
iχ
k
µ+1r ,j −A
r
jχ
k
µ+1r ,i) = 0
BirB
j
s(∂iχ
k
µ,j − ∂jχ
k
µ,i) + terms(χq)− (τ
k
µ+1r ,s − τ
k
µ+1s,r) = 0
We obtain therefore Dτq+1 + terms(τq) = 0 and D¯
′ : T ∗ ⊗ Jq(T ) → ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ Jq−1(T ) restricts to
D¯2 : C1(T )→ C2(T ).
In the case of Lie groups of transformations, the symbol of the involutive system Rq must be gq = 0
providing an isomorphism Rq+1 ≃ Rq ⇒ Rq+1 ≃ Rq and we have therefore Cr = ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ Rq for
r = 1, ..., n like in the linear Spencer sequence.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 3.15: In the case of the (local) action of a Lie group G on X , we may consider the
graph of this action, that is the morphism X × G → X × X : (x, a) → (x, y = f(x, a)). If q is
large enough, then there is an isomorphism X × G → Rq ⊂ Πq : (x, a) → jq(f)(x, a) obtained
by eliminating the parameters and Cr = ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ Rq. If {θτ} with 1 ≤ τ ≤ dim(G) is a basis
of infinitesimal generators of this action, there is a morphism of Lie algebroids over X , namely
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X × G → Rq : λ
τ (x) → λτ (x)jq(θτ ) when q is large enough and the linear Spencer sequence
Rq
D1−→ T ∗ ⊗ Rq
D2−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ Rq
D3−→ ... is locally exact because it is locally isomoprphic to the
tensor product by G of the Poincare´ sequence ∧0T ∗
d
−→ ∧1T ∗
d
−→ ∧2T ∗
d
−→ ... where d is the
exterior derivative ([28]).
We may also consider similarly dy = dax = daa−1y and dx = dbb−1dx = −a−1dax, depending on
the choice of the independent variable among the source x or the target y.
Surprisingly, in the case of Lie pseudogroups or Lie groupoids, the situation is quite different.
We recall the way to introduce a groupoid structure on Πq,1 ⊂ J1(Πq) from the groupoid structure
on Πq when ∆ = det(∂if
k(x) 6= 0, that is how to define j1(hq) = j1(gq ◦ fq) = j1(gq) ◦ j1(fq). We
get successively with y = f(x):
h(x) = (g ◦ f)(x) = g(f(x))⇒
∂hr
∂xi
=
∂gr
∂yk
∂fk
∂xi
⇒ hri (x) = g
r
k(f(x)f
k
i (x)
∂hri
∂xj
=
∂grk
∂yl
fki
∂f l
∂xj
+ grk
∂fki
∂xj
⇒ hrij(x) = g
r
kl(f(x))f
k
i (x)f
l
j(x) + g
r
k(f(x))f
k
ij(x)
∂hrij
∂xs
=
∂grki
∂yu
fki f
l
j
∂fu
∂xs
+ grkl(
∂fki
∂xs
f lj + f
k
i
∂f lj
∂xs
) +
∂grk
∂yu
∂fu
∂xs
fkij + g
r
k
∂fkij
∂xs
⇒ hrijs = g
r
kluf
k
i f
l
jf
u
s + g
r
kl(f
k
isf
l
j + f
k
i f
l
js) + g
r
kuf
u
s f
k
ij + g
r
kf
k
ijs
and so on with more and more involved formulas.
Now, if we want to obtain objects over the source x according to the non-linear Spencer sequence,
we have only two possibilities in actual practice, namely:
χq = f
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(fq)− idq+1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Jq(T ) ↔ χ¯q = j1(fq)
−1 ◦ fq+1 − idq+1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Jq(T )
As we have already considered the first, we have now only to study the second. In J1(Πq), we have:
χq + idq+1 = (A
k
r , χ
k
i,r, χ
k
ij,r, ...) and χ¯q + idq+1 = (A¯
k
r , χ¯
k
i,r, χ¯
k
ij,r, ...) over (x, x, δ, 0, ...)
LEMMA 3.16 : χ¯q is a quasi-linear rational function of χq, ∀q ≥ 0. With more details, when
q = 0, we have χ¯0 = A¯ − id and χ0 = A − id with A¯ = A
−1 = B and when q ≥ 1, we have
χ¯q ◦A = −χq, that is to say χ¯q = −τq.
Proof: In the groupoid framework, we have:
(χ¯q + idq+1) ◦ (χq + idq+1) = idq+1 ∈ J1(Πq)
Doing the substitutions:
∂gr
∂yk
→ A¯rk,
∂grk
∂yl
→ χ¯rk,l,
∂grkl
∂yu
→ χ¯rkl,u
∂fk
∂xi
→ Aki ,
∂fki
∂xj
→ χki,j ,
∂fkij
∂xs
→ χkij,s
while using the fact that fki = δ
k
i , f
k
ij = 0, ... and g
r
k = δ
r
k, g
r
kl = 0, .., we obtain at once:
A¯rkA
k
i = δ
r
i , χ¯
r
k,lA
l
j + χ
k
i,j = 0, χ¯
r
ij,uA
u
s + χ
r
ij,s = 0, ...
Proceeding by induction, we finally obtain:
χ¯kµ,rA
r
s + χ
k
µ,i = 0
that is to say χ¯kµ,i + τ
k
µ,i = 0 because ∆ 6= 0 ⇒ det(A) 6= 0, thus χ¯q ◦ A = −χq or, equivalently,
χ¯q = −τq.
Q.E.D.
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REMARK 3.17: The passage from χq to τq is exactly the one done by E. and F. Cosserat in ([8],
p 190), even though it is based on a subtle misunderstanding that we shall correct later on.
REMARK 3.18: According to the previous results, the ”field ” must be a section of the natural
bundle F of geometric objects if we use the nonlinear Janet sequence or a section of the first
Spencer bundle C1 if we use the nonlinear Spencer sequence. The aim of this paper is to prove
that the second choice is by far more convenient for mathematical physics.
4) VARIATIONAL CALCULUS
It remains to graft a variational procedure adapted to the previous results. Contrary to what
happens in analytical mechanics or elasticity for example, the main idea is to vary sections but not
points. Hence, we may introduce the variation δfk(x) = ηk(f(x)) and set ηk(f(x)) = ξi∂if
k(x)(x)
along the ”vertical machinery ” but notations like δxi = ξi or δyk = ηk have no meaning at all.
As a major result first discovered in specific cases by the brothers Cosserat in 1909 and by Weyl
in 1916, we shall prove and apply the following key result:
THE PROCEDURE ONLY DEPENDS ON THE LINEAR SPENCER OPERATOR AND ITS
FORMAL ADJOINT.
In order to prove this result, if fq+1, gq+1, hq+1 ∈ Πq+1 can be composed in such a way that
g′q+1 = gq+1 ◦ fq+1 = fq+1 ◦ hq+1, we get:
D¯g′q+1 = f
−1
q+1 ◦ g
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(gq) ◦ j1(fq)− idq+1 = f
−1
q+1 ◦ D¯gq+1 ◦ j1(fq) + D¯fq+1
= h−1q+1 ◦ f
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(fq) ◦ j1(hq)− idq+1 = h
−1
q+1 ◦ D¯fq+1 ◦ j1(hq) + D¯hq+1
Using the local exactness of the first nonlinear Spencer sequence or ([23], p 219), we may state:
LEMMA 4.1: For any section fq+1 ∈ Rq+1, the finite gauge transformation:
χq ∈ T
∗ ⊗Rq −→ χ
′
q = f
−1
q+1 ◦ χq ◦ j1(fq) + D¯fq+1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗Rq
exchanges the solutions of the field equations D¯′χq = 0.
Introducing the formal Lie derivative on Jq(T ) by the formulas:
L(ξq+1)ηq = {ξq+1, ηq+1}+ i(ξ)Dηq+1 = [ξq, ηq] + i(η)Dξq+1
(L(j1(ξq+1))χq)(ζ) = L(ξq+1)(χq(ζ)) − χq([ξ, ζ])
LEMMA 4.2: Passing to the limit over the source with hq+1 = idq+1 + tξq+1 + ... for t→ 0, we
get an infinitesimal gauge transformation leading to the infinitesimal variation:
δχq = Dξq+1 + L(j1(ξq+1))χq (3)
which does not depend on the parametrization of χq. Setting ξ¯q+1 = ξq+1 + χq+1(ξ), we get:
δχq = Dξ¯q+1 − {χq+1, ξ¯q+1} (3
∗)
LEMMA 4.3: Passing to the limit over the target with χq = D¯fq+1 and gq+1 = idq+1+tηq+1+ ...,
we get the other infinitesimal variation where Dηq+1 is over the target:
δχq = f
−1
q+1 ◦Dηq+1 ◦ j1(fq) (4)
which depends on the parametrization of χq.
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EXAMPLE 4.4: We obtain for q = 1:
δχk,i = (∂iξ
k − ξki ) + (ξ
r∂rχ
k
,i + χ
k
,r∂iξ
r − χr,iξ
k
r )
= (∂iξ¯
k − ξ¯ki ) + (χ
k
r,iξ¯
r − χr,iξ¯
k
r )
δχkj,i = (∂iξ
k
j − ξ
k
ij) + (ξ
r∂rχ
k
j,i + χ
k
j,r∂iξ
r + χkr,iξ
r
j − χ
r
j,iξ
k
r − χ
r
,iξ
k
jr)
= (∂iξ¯
k
j − ξ¯
k
ij) + (χ
k
rj,iξ¯
r + χkr,iξ¯
r
j − χ
r
j,iξ¯
k
r − χ
r
,iξ¯
k
jr)
Introducing the inverse matrix B = A−1, we obtain therefore equivalently:
δAki = ξ
r∂rA
k
i +A
k
r∂iξ
r −Ari ξ
k
r ⇔ δB
i
k = ξ
r∂rB
i
k −B
r
k∂rξ
i +Birξ
r
k
both with:
δχkj,i = (∂iξ
k
j −A
r
i ξ
k
jr) + (ξ
r∂rχ
k
j,i + χ
k
j,r∂iξ
r + χkr,iξ
r
j − χ
r
j,iξ
k
r )
For the Killing system R1 ⊂ J1(T ) with g2 = 0, these variations are exactly the ones that can
be found in ([8], (50)+(49), p 124 with a printing mistake corrected on p 128) when replacing a
3× 3 skewsymmetric matrix by the corresponding vector. The last unavoidable Proposition is thus
essential in order to bring back the nonlinear framework of finite elasticity to the linear framewok
of infinitesimal elasticity that only depends on the linear Spencer operator.
For the conformal Killing system Rˆ1 ⊂ J1(T ) (see next section) we obtain:
δχrr,i = (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + (ξ
r∂rχ
s
s,i + χ
s
s,r∂iξ
r − χs,iξ
r
rs)
but χrr,i(x)dx
i is far from being a 1-form. However, (χkj,i + γ
k
jsχ
s
,i) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T and thus
(αi = χ
r
r,i+ γ
r
rsχ
s
,i) ∈ T
∗ is a pure 1-form if we replace (χrr,i, χ
r
,i) by (αi, 0). Hence, α(ζ) is a scalar
for any ζ ∈ T and we have L(ξ1)(α(ζ))−α([ξ, ζ]) = (αr∂iξ
r+ ξr∂rαi)ζ
i. As we shall see in section
V.A, we have (L(ξ2)γ)
k
ij = ξ
k
ij for any section ξ2 ∈ J2(T ) and we obtain therefore successively:
δαi = (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + (αr∂iξ
r + ξr∂rαi)
ϕij = ∂iαj − ∂jαi ⇒ δϕij = (∂jξ
r
ri − ∂iξ
r
rj) + (ϕrj∂iξ
r + ϕir∂jξ
r + ξr∂rϕij)
These are exactly the variations obtained by Weyl ([54], (76), p 289) who was assuming im-
plicitly A = 0 when setting ξ¯rr = 0 ⇔ ξ
r
r = −αiξ
i by introducing a connection. Accordingly, ξrri
is the variation of the EM potential itself, that is the δAi of engineers used in order to exhibit
the Maxwell equations from a variational principle ([54], § 26) but the introduction of the Spencer
operator is new in this framework.
The explicit general formulas of the two lemma cannot be found somewhere else (The reader
may compare them to the ones obtained in [19] by means of the so-called ” diagonal ” method that
cannot be applied to the study of explicit examples). The following unusual difficult proposition
generalizes well known variational techniques used in continuum mechanics and will be crucially
used for applications:
PROPOSITION 4.5: The same variation is obtained whenever ηq = fq+1(ξq + χq(ξ)) with
χq = D¯fq+1, a transformation only depending on j1(fq) and invertible if and only if det(A) 6= 0.
Proof: First of all, setting ξ¯q = ξq + χq(ξ), we get ξ¯ = A(ξ) for q = 0, a transformation which is
invertible if and only if det(A) 6= 0. In the nonlinear framework, we have to keep in mind that
there is no need to vary the object ω which is given but only the need to vary the section fq+1 as
we already saw, using ηq ∈ Rq(Y ) over the target or ξq ∈ Rq over the source. With ηq = fq+1(ξq),
we obtain for example:
δfk = ηk = fkr ξ
r
δfki = η
k
uf
u
i = f
k
r ξ
r
i + f
k
riξ
r
δfkij = η
k
uvf
u
i f
v
j + η
k
uf
u
ij = f
k
r ξ
r
ij + f
k
riξ
r
j + f
k
rjξ
r
i + f
k
rijξ
r
and so on. Introducing the formal derivatives di for i = 1, ..., n, we have:
δfkµ = ζ
k
µ(fq, ηq) = dµη
k = ηkuf
u
µ + ... = f
k
r ξ
r
µ + ...+ f
k
µ+1rξ
r
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We shall denote by ♯(ηq) = ζ
k
µ(yq, ηq)
∂
∂ykµ
∈ V (Rq) with ζ
k = ηk the corresponding vertical vector
field, namely:
♯(ηq) = 0
∂
∂xi
+ ηk(y)
∂
∂yk
+ (ηku(y)y
u
i )
∂
∂yki
+ (ηkuv(y)y
u
i y
v
j + η
k
u(y)y
u
ij)
∂
∂ykij
+ ...
However, the standard prolongation of an infinitesimal change of source coordinates described by
the horizontal vector field ξ, obtained by replacing all the derivatives of ξ by a section ξq ∈ Rq
over ξ ∈ T , is the vector field:
♭(ξq) = ξ
i(x)
∂
∂xi
+ 0
∂
∂yk
− (ykr ξ
r
i (x))
∂
∂yki
− (ykr ξ
r
ij(x) + y
k
rjξ
r
i (x) + y
k
riξ
r
j (x))
∂
∂ykij
+ ...
It can be proved that [♭(ξ)q , ♭(ξ
′
q ] = ♭([ξq , ξ
′
q]), ∀ξq, ξ
′
q ∈ Rq over the source, with a similar property
for ♯(.) over the target ([25]). However, ♭(ξq) is not a vertical vector field and cannot therefore be
compared to ♯(ηq).The solution of this problem explains a strange comment made by Weyl in ([53],
p 289 + (78), p 290) and which became a founding stone of classical gauge theory. Indeed, ξrr is
not a scalar because ξki is not a 2-tensor. However, when A = 0, then −χq is a Rq-connection and
ξ¯rr = ξ
r
r + χ
r
r,iξ
i is a true scalar that may be set equal to zero in order to obtain ξrr = −χ
r
r,iξ
i, a
fact explaining why the EM-potential is considered as a connection in quantum mechanics instead
of using the second order jets ξrri of the conformal system, with a shift by one step in the physical
interpretation of the Spencer sequence (See [27] for more historical details).
The main idea is to consider the vertical vector field T (fq)(ξ)−♭(ξq) ∈ V (Rq) whenever yq = fq(x).
Passing to the limit t → 0 in the formula gq ◦ fq = fq ◦ hq, we first get g ◦ f = f ◦ h ⇒
f(x)+ tη(f(x)) + ... = f(x+ tξ(x) + ...). Using the chain rule for derivatives and substituting jets,
we get successively:
δfk(x) = ξr∂rf
k, δfki = ξ
r∂rf
k
i + f
k
r ξ
r
i , δf
k
ij = ξ
r∂rf
k
ij + f
k
rjξ
r
i + f
k
riξ
r
j + f
k
r ξ
r
ij
and so on, replacing ξrfkµ+1r by ξ
r∂rf
k
µ in ηq = fq+1(ξq) in order to obtain:
δfkµ = η
k
r f
r
µ + ... = ξ
i(∂if
k
µ − f
k
µ+1i) + f
k
µ+1rξ
r + ...+ fkr ξ
r
µ
where the right member only depends on j1(fq) when | µ |= q.
Finally, we may write the symbolic formula fq+1(χq) = j1(fq) − fq+1 = Dfq+1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ V (Rq) in
the explicit form:
fkr χ
r
µ,i + ...+ f
k
µ+1rχ
r
,i = ∂if
k
µ − f
k
µ+1i
Substituting in the previous formula provides ηq = fq+1(ξq + χq(ξ)) and we just need to replace q
by q + 1 in order to achieve the proof.
Checking directly the proposition is not evident even when q = 0 as we have:
(
∂ηk
∂yu
− ηku)∂if
u = fkr [(∂iξ¯
r − ξ¯ri )− (χ
s
,iξ¯
r
s − χ
r
s,iξ¯
s)]
but cannot be done by hand when q ≥ 1.
Q.E.D.
For an arbitrary vector bundle E and involutive system Rq ⊆ Jq(E), we may define the r-
prolongations ρr(Rq) = Rq+r = Jr(Rq) ∩ Jq+r(E) ⊂ Jr(Jq(E)) and their respective symbols
gq+r = ρr(gq) defined from gq ⊆ SqT
∗ ⊗ E where SqT
∗ is the vector bundle of q-symmetric
covariant tensors. Using the Spencer δ-map, we now recall the definition of the Spencer bundles:
Cr = ∧
rT ∗ ⊗Rq/δ(∧
r−1T ∗ ⊗ gq+1) ⊆ ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ Jq(E)/δ(∧
r−1T ∗ ⊗ Sq+1)T
∗ ⊗ E) = Cr(E)
and of the Janet bundles:
Fr = ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ Jq(E)/(∧
rT ∗ ⊗Rq + δ∧
r−1T ∗ ⊗ Sq+1T
∗ ⊗ E)
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When D = Φ ◦ jq, we may obtain by induction on r the following fundamental diagram I relating
the second linear Spencer sequence to the linear Janet sequence with epimorphisms Φ = Φ0, ...,Φn:
0 0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 → Θ
jq
−→ C0
D1−→ C1
D2−→ C2
D3−→ ...
Dn→ Cn → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 → E
jq
−→ C0(E)
D1−→ C1(E)
D2−→ C2(E)
D3−→ ...
Dn−→ Cn(E) → 0
‖ ↓ Φ0 ↓ Φ1 ↓ Φ2 ↓ Φn
0→ Θ → E
D
−→ F0
D1−→ F1
D2−→ F2
D3−→ ...
Dn−→ Fn → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0 0
Chasing in the above diagram, the Spencer sequence is locally exact at C1 if and only if the
Janet sequence is locally exact at F0 because the central sequence is locally exact (See [25],[28],[30]
for more details). In the present situation, we shall always have E = T . The situation is much
more complicate in the nonlinear framewok and we provide details for a later use.
Let ω¯ be a section of F satisfying the same CC as ω, namely I(j1(ω)) = 0. As F is a quotient
of Πq, we may find a section fq ∈ Πq such that:
Φ ◦ fq ≡ f
−1
q (ω) = ω¯ ⇒ ρ1(Φ) ◦ j1(fq) ≡ j1(f
−1
q )(j1(ω)) = j1(f
−1
q (ω)) = j1(ω¯)
Similarly, as F is a natural bundle of order q, then J1(F) is a natural bundle of order q + 1 and
we can find a section fq+1 ∈ Πq+1 such that:
ρ1(Φ) ◦ fq+1 ≡ f
−1
q+1(j1(ω)) = j1(ω¯)
and we are facing two possible but quite different situations:
• Eliminating ω¯, we obtain:
j1(f
−1
q )(j1(ω)) = f
−1
q+1(j1(ω))⇒ (fq+1 ◦ j1(f
−1
q ))
−1(j1(ω))− j1(ω) = L(σq)ω = 0
and thus σq = D¯f
−1
q+1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rq = −fq+1 ◦ χq ◦ j1(f)
−1 over the target if we set χq = D¯fq+1 =
f−1q+1 ◦ j1(fq)− idq+1 over the source, even if fq+1 may not be a section of Rq+1. As σq is killed by
D¯′, we have related cocycles at F in the Janet sequence over the source with cocycles at T ∗ ⊗Rq
or C1 over the target.
• Eliminating ω, we obtain successively:
(f−1q+1 ◦ j1(fq))(j1(ω¯))− j1(ω¯) = −(f
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(fq))[f
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(fq))
−1(j1(ω¯)− j1(ω¯)]
= −(f−1q+1 ◦ j1(fq))L(χq)ω¯
where we have over the source:
L(χq)ω¯ = (Ω¯
τ
i ≡ −L
τµ
k (ω¯(x))χ
k
µ,i + χ
r
,i∂rω¯
τ (x)) ∈ T ∗ ⊗ F0
However, we know that F0 is associated with Rq and is thus not affected by f
−1
q+1 ◦ j1(fq) which
projects onto f−1q ◦ fq = idq. Hence, only T
∗ is affected by f−11 ◦ j1(f) = A in a covariant way and
we obtain therefore over the source:
(f−1q+1 ◦ j1(fq))(j1(ω¯))− j1(ω¯) = −BL(χq)ω¯ = −L(τq)ω¯ = 0
where B = A−1. It follows that χq ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rq(ω¯) with D¯
′χq = 0 in the first non-linear Spencer
sequence for Rq(ω¯) ⊂ Jq(T ).
We invite the reader to follow all the formulas involved in these technical results on the next
examples. Of course, whenever Rq is formally integrable and fq+1 ∈ Rq+1 is a lift of fq ∈ Rq,
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then we have ω¯ = ω and ξq ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rq because Rq(ω) = Rq.
EXAMPLE 4.6: In the case of Riemannian structures, we have F ∈ S2T
∗ because we deal with
a non-degenerate metric ω = (ωij) ∈ S2T
∗ with det(ω) 6= 0 and may introduce ω−1 = (ωij) ∈ S2T .
We have by definition ωkl(f(x))f
k
i (x)f
l
j(x) = ω¯ij(x) that we shall simply write ωkl(f)f
k
i f
l
j = ω¯ij(x)
and obtain therefore:
ωkl(f)f
l
j∂rf
k
i + ωkl(f)f
k
i ∂rf
l
j +
∂ωkl
∂yu
(f)fki f
l
j∂rf
u − ∂rω¯ij(x) = 0
Our purpose is now to compute the expression:
ωkl(f)f
l
jf
k
ir + ωkl(f)f
k
i f
l
jr +
∂ωkl
∂yu
(f)fki f
l
jf
u
r − ∂rω¯ij(x) 6= 0
In order to eliminate the derivatives of ω over te target we may multiply the first equation by B
and substract from the second while using the fact that ωkl(f) = ω¯ij(x)g
i
kg
j
l with χ0 = A− idT ⇒
τ0 = Bχ0 = idT −B in order to get:
−(ω¯sjτ
s
i,r + ω¯isτ
s
j,r + τ
s
,r∂sω¯ij) = −(L(τ1)ω¯)ij,r
These results can be extended at once to any tensorial geometric object but the conformal case
needs more work and we let the reader treat it as an exercise. He will discover that the standard
elimination of a conformal factor is not the best way to use in order to understand the conformal
structure which has to do with a tensor density and no longer with a tensor.
REMARK 4.7: In the non-linear case, the non-linear CC of the system Rq defined by Φ(yq) =
ω¯(x) only depend on the differential invariants and are exactly the ones satisfied by ω in the sense
that they have the same Vessiot structure constants whenever Rq is formally integrable, in par-
ticular involutive as shown in Example 2.7. Accordingly, we can always find fq+1 over fq. In the
linear case, the procedure is similar but slightly simpler. Indeed, if D : T → F0 is an involutive Lie
operator, we may consider only the initial part of the fundamental diagram I:
SPENCER
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → Θ
jq
→ C0
D1→ C1
D2→ C2
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → T
jq
→ C0(T )
D1→ C1(T )
D2→ C2(T )
‖ ↓ Φ0 ↓ Φ1
0→ Θ → T
D
→ F0
D1→ F1
↓ ↓
0 0
JANET
0 0
↓ ↓
0 → gq+1
−δ
→ δ(gq+1) → 0
↓ ↓
0 → Θ
jq+1
→ Rq+1
D
→ T ∗ ⊗Rq
‖ ↓ ↓
0 → Θ
jq
→ Rq
D1→ C1
↓ ↓
0 0
and study the linear inhomogeneous involutive system Dξ = Ω with Ω ∈ F0 and D1Ω = 0. If we
pick up any lift ξq ∈ C0(T ) = Jq(T ) of Ω and chase, we notice that X1 = D1ξq ∈ C1 ⊂ C1(T ) is
such that D2X1 = 0. In the Example 2.7, using the involutive system R
′
1 = R
(1)
1 ⊂ R1 ⊂ J1(T ),
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we have m = n = 2, q = 1 and the fiber dimensions:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → Θ
j1
→ 3
D1→ 5
D2→ 2 → 0
↓ ↓ ‖
0 → 2
j1
→ 6
D1→ 6
D2→ 2 → 0
‖ ↓ Φ0 ↓ Φ1 ↓
0→ Θ → 2
D
→ 3
D1→ 1 → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
0 0
↓ ↓
0 → 1
−δ
→ 1 → 0
↓ ↓
0 → Θ
j2
→ 4
D
→ 6
‖ ↓ ↓
0 → Θ
j1
→ 3
D1→ 5
↓ ↓
0 0
It is important to point out the importance of formal integrability and involution in this case.
For this, let us start with a 1-form α = (α1, α2), denote its variation by A = (A1, A2) and
consider only the linear inhomogeneous system Dξ = L(ξ)α = A with no CC for A. If the
ground differential field is K = Q(x1, x2) with commuting derivations (d1, d2), let us choose
α = x2dx1 = (x2, 0), A = (x2, x1). As a lift ξ1 ∈ J1(T ) of A, we let the reader check that we
may choose in K:
ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 0, ξ11 = 1, ξ
1
2 =
x1
x2
, ξ21 = 0, ξ
2
2 = 0
Using one prolongation, we have:
d1A1 ≡ x
2ξ111 + ξ
2
1 = 0, d2A1 ≡ x
2ξ112 + ξ
1
1 + ξ
2
2 = 1, d1A2 ≡ x
2ξ112 = 1, d2A2 ≡ x
2ξ122 + ξ
1
2 = 0
If β = −dα = dx1 ∧ dx2, we may denote its variation by B and get at once B = d2A1 − d1A2 ≡
ξ11+ξ
2
2 = 0. Such a result is contradicting our inital choice 1+0 = 1 and we cannot therefore find a
lift ξ2 of j1(A). Hence, we have to introduce the new geometric object ω = (α, β) with Ω = (A,B)
and CC dα + β = 0 leading to d1A2 − d2A1 + B = 0 while using the previous diagrams. We can
therefore lift Ω = (A,B) to ξ1 ∈ J1(T ) by choosing in K:
ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 0, ξ11 = 1, ξ
1
2 =
x1
x2
, ξ21 = 0, ξ
2
2 = −1
However, we have now to add:
d1B ≡ ξ
1
11 + ξ
2
12 = 0, d2B ≡ ξ
1
12 + ξ
2
22 = 0
and lift j1(Ω) to ξ2 ∈ J2(T ) over ξ1 ∈ J1(T ) by choosing in K:
ξ111 = 0, ξ
1
12 =
1
x2
, ξ122 = −
x1
(x2)2
, ξ211 = 0, ξ
2
12 = 0, ξ
2
22 = −
1
x2
The image of the Spencer operator is X1 = Dξ2 = j1(ξ1)− ξ2 that is to say:
X1,1 = −1, X
1
,2 = −
x1
x2
, X2,1 = 0, X
2
,2 = 1,
X11,1 = 0, X
1
2,1 = 0, X
1
1,2 = −
1
x2
, X12,2 = 0, X
2
1,1 = 0, X
2
2,1 = 0, X
2
1,2 = 0, X
2
2,2 =
1
x2
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and we check that X1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗R1, namely:
x2X11,i +X
2
,i = 0, X
1
2,i = 0, X
1
1,i +X
2
2,i = 0, ∀i = 1, 2
a result which is not evident at first sight and has no meaning in any classical approach because
we use sections and not solutions.
Now, if fq+1, f
′
q+1 ∈ Πq+1 are such that f
−1
q+1(j1(ω)) = f
′−1
q+1(j1(ω)) = j1(ω¯), it follows that
(f ′q+1◦f
−1
q+1)(j1(ω)) = j1(ω)⇒ ∃gq+1 ∈ Rq+1 such that f
′
q+1 = gq+1◦fq+1 and the new σ
′
q = D¯f
′−1
q+1
differs from the initial σq = D¯f
−1
q+1 by a gauge transformation.
Conversely, let fq+1, f
′
q+1 ∈ Πq+1 be such that σq = D¯f
−1
q+1 = D¯f
′−1
q+1 = σ
′
q. It follows that
D¯(f−1q+1 ◦ f
′
q+1) = 0 and one can find g ∈ aut(X) such that f
′
q+1 = fq+1 ◦ jq+1(g) providing
ω¯′ = f ′−1q (ω) = (fq ◦ jq(g))
−1(ω) = jq(g)
−1(f−1q (ω)) = jq(g)
−1(ω¯).
PROPOSITION 4.8: Natural transformations of F over the source in the nonlinear Janet se-
quence correspond to gauge transformations of T ∗ ⊗ Rq or C1 over the target in the nonlinear
Spencer sequence. Similarly, the Lie derivative Dξ = L(ξ)ω ∈ F0 in the linear Janet sequence
corresponds to the Spencer operator Dξq+1 ∈ T
∗⊗Rq or D1ξq ∈ C1 in the linear Spencer sequence.
With a slight abuse of language δf = η◦f ⇔ δf ◦f−1 = η ⇔ f−1◦δf = ξ when η = T (f)(ξ) and
we get jq(f)
−1(ω) = ω¯ ⇒ jq(f+δf)
−1(ω) = ω¯+δω¯ that is jq(f
−1◦(f+δf))−1(ω¯) = ω¯+δω¯ ⇒ δω¯ =
L(ξ)ω¯ and jq((f +δf)◦f
−1 ◦f)−1(ω) = jq(f)
−1(jq((f +δf)◦f
−1)−1(ω))⇒ δω¯ = jq(f)
−1(L(η)ω).
Passing to the infinitesimal point of view, we obtain the following generalization of Remark 3.12
which is important for applications (See [2] for details).
COROLLARY 4.9: Ω¯ = δω¯ = L(ξq)ω¯ = f
−1
q (L(ηq)ω) ⇒ δω¯ = L(ξ)ω¯ = jq(f)
−1(L(η)ω).
Recapitulating the results so far obtained concerning the links existing between the source and
the target points of view, we may set in a symbolic way:
δfq
(fq)
←→ ηq
(fq+1)
←→ ξ¯q
(χq)
←→ ξq
In order to help the reader maturing the corresponding nontrivial formulas, we compute explicitly
the case n = 1, q = 1, 2 and let the case n arbitrary left to the reader as a difficult exercise that
cannot be achieved by hand when q ≥ 3:
EXAMPLE 4.10: Using the previous formulas, we have δf(x) = η(f(x)), δfx(x) = ηy(f(x))fx(x)
and :
η1 = f2(ξ¯1)⇒ (η(f(x)) = fx(x)ξ¯(x), ηy(f(x)fx(x) = fx(x)ξ¯x(x) + fxx(x)ξ¯(x))
The delicate point is that we have successively:
χ,x =
∂xf
fx
− 1 = A− 1, χx,x =
1
fx
(∂xfx −
∂xf
fx
fxx)
ξ¯ = ξ + χ,x(ξ) =
∂xf
fx
ξ = Aξ, ξ¯x = ξx + χx,xξ ⇒ η = ∂xfξ, ηy = ξx +
∂xfx
fx
ξ
fxηyy = ξxx +
fxx
fx
ξx + (
∂xfxx
fx
−
fxx
(fx)2
∂xfx)ξ
When z = g(y), y = f(x) ⇒ z = (g ◦ f)(x) = h(x), we obtain therefore the simple groupoid
composition formulas hx(x) = gy(f(x))fx(x) and thus:
ζ = ∂xhξ = ∂ygη = ∂yg∂xfξ, ζz = ηy +
∂ygy
gy
η = ξx + (
∂ygy
gy
∂xf +
∂xfx
fx
)ξ = ξx +
∂xhx
hx
ξ
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Using indices in arbitrary dimension, we get successively:
ηk = fkr ξ¯
r, ηkuf
u
i = f
k
r ξ¯
r
i + f
k
riξ¯
r ηk ⇒ ηk = ξr∂rf
k, ηkuf
u
i = f
k
s (ξ
s
i + g
s
u(∂rf
u
i −A
t
rf
u
ti)ξ
r) + fktiA
t
rξ
r
ηku = g
i
uf
k
s ξ
s
i + ξ
rgiu∂rf
k
i ⇒ η
k
k = ξ
r
r + ξ
rgiu∂rf
u
i
As a very useful application, we obtain successively:
∆(x) = det(∂if
k(x))⇒ δ∆ = ∆
∂ηk
∂yk
= ∆∂rξ
r + ξr∂r∆ = ∂r(ξ
r∆)
δdet(A) = det(A)(
∂ηk
∂yk
− ηkk) = det(A)(∂rξ
r − ξrr ) + ξ
r∂rdet(A)
where sections of jet bundles are used in an essential way, and the important lemma:
LEMMA 4.11: When the transformation y = f(x) is invertible with inverse x = g(y), we have
the fundamental identity over the source or over the target:
∂
∂xi
(∆(x)
∂gi
∂yk
(f(x))) ≡ 0, ∀x ∈ X ⇔
∂
∂yk
(
1
∆(g(y))
∂fk
∂xi
(g(y))) ≡ 0, ∀y ∈ Y
EXAMPLE 4.12: We proceed the same way for studying the links existing between χq = D¯fq+1
over the source, χq
−1 = σq = D¯f
−1
q+1 over the target and the nonlinear Spencer operator. First of
all, we notice that:
σq = fq+1 ◦ j1(fq
−1)− idq+1 = fq+1 ◦ (idq+1 − fq+1
−1j1(fq)) ◦ j1(fq)
−1 = −fq+1 ◦ χq ◦ j1(fq)
−1
and the components of σq thus factor through linear combinations of the components of χq. After
tedious computations, we get successively when m = n = 1:
χ,x =
∂xf
fx
− 1 = A− 1 =
1
fx
(∂xf − fx)
χx,x =
1
fx
(∂xfx −
∂xf
fx
fxx) =
1
fx
(∂xfx − fxx)−
fxx
(fx)2
(∂xf − fx)
χxx,x =
1
fx
(∂xfxx −
∂xf
fx
fxxx)− 2
fxx
(fx)2
(∂xfx −
∂xf
fx
fxx)
= 1
fx
(∂xfxx − fxxx)− 2
fxx
(fx)2
(∂xfx − fxx) + (2
(fxx)
2
(fx)3
− fxxx(fx)2 )(∂xf − fx)
These formulas agree with the successive constructive/inductive identities:

χ,xfx = ∂xf − fx
χx,xfx + χ,xfxx = ∂xfx − fxx
χxx,xfx + 2χx,xfxx + χ,xfxxx = ∂xfxx − fxxx
showing that χq is linearly depending on Dfq+1 and we finally get:

σ,y = −(∂xf − fx)
1
∂xf
= fx
∂xf
− 1 = −fxχ,x
1
∂xf
σy,y = −
1
fx
(∂xfx − fxx)
1
∂xf
= −(χx,x +
fxx
fx
χ,x)
1
∂xf
σyy,y = −((
1
(fx)2
(∂xfxx − fxxx)−
fxx
(fx)3
(∂xfx − fxx))
1
∂xf
= −( 1
fx
χxx,x +
fxx
(fx)2
χx,x + (
fxxx
(fx)2
− (fxx)
2
(fx)3
)χ,x)
1
∂xf
while using successively the relations gyfx = 1, ∂yg∂xf = 1, gyy(fx)
2 + gyfxx = 0 and so on when
x = g(y) is the inverse of y = f(x), in a coherent way with the action of f2 on J2(T ) which is
described as follows: 

η = fxξ
ηy = ξx +
fxx
fx
ξ
ηyy =
1
fx
ξxx +
fxx
(fx)2
ξx + (
fxxx
(fx)2
− (fxx)
2
(fx)3
)ξ
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Restricting these formulas to the affine case defined by yxx = 0 ⇒ ξxx = 0, we have thus
yxx = 0, yxxx = 0 ⇒ fxx = 0, fxxx = 0. It follows that η = fxξ, ηy = ξx, ηyy =
1
fx
ξxx = 0
on one side and χxx,x = 0 ⇔ σyy,y = 0 in a coherent way. It is finally important to notice that
these results are not evident, even when m = n = 1, as soon as second order jets are involved.
We shall use all the preceding formulas in the next example showing that, contrary to what
happens in elasticity theory where the source is usually identified with the Lagrange variables, in
both the Vessiot/Janet and the Cartan/Spencer approaches, the source must be identified with the
Euler variables without any possible doubt.
EXAMPLE 4.13: With n = 1, q = 1,F = T ∗ and the finite OD Lie equation ω(y)yx = ω(x) with
ω ∈ T ∗ and corresponding Lie operator Dξ ≡ L(ξ)ω = ω(x)∂xξ+ξ∂xω(x) over the source, we have:
ω(f(x))fx(x) = ω¯(x), ω(f(x))fxx(x) + ∂yω(f(x))f
2
x(x) = ∂xω¯(x)
Differentiating once the first equation and substracting the second, we obtain therefore:
ωσy,y + σ,y∂yω ≡ −ω(1/fx)(∂xfx − fxx)(1/∂xf) + ((fx/∂xf)− 1)∂yω = 0
whenever y = f(x). Finally, setting ω(f(x))∂xf(x) = ω¯(x), we get over the target:
δω¯ = ω(f(x))
∂η
∂y
∂xf(x) + ∂xf(x)
∂ω
∂y
(f(x))η = ∂xfL(η)ω
Differentiating η = ξ∂xf in order to obtain
∂η
∂y
= ∂xξ + ξ(∂xxf/∂xf), we get over the source:
δω¯ = ω¯∂xξ + ξ∂xω¯ = L(ξ)ω¯
We may summarize these results as follows:
δω¯ = L(ξ)ω¯
(j1(f))
−→ δω¯ = ∂xfL(η)ω
We invite the reader to extend this result to an arbitrary dimension n ≥ 2.
EXAMPLE 4.14: The case of an affine stucture needs more work with n = m = 1, q = 2. Indeed,
let us consider the action of the affine Lie group of transformations y¯ = ay + b with a, b = cst
acting on the target y ∈ Y considered as a copy of the real line X . We obtain the prolongations
up to order 2 of the 2 infinitesimal generators of the action:
a→ y
∂
∂y
+ yx
∂
∂yx
+ yxx
∂
∂yxx
, b→
∂
∂y
+ 0
∂
∂yx
+ 0
∂
∂yxx
There cannot be any differential invariant of order 1 and the only generating one of order 2 can
be Φ ≡ yxx/yx. When x¯ = ϕ(x) we get successively yx = yx¯∂xϕ, yxx = yx¯x¯(∂xϕ)
2 + yx¯∂xxϕ and Φ
transforms like u = ∂xϕ u¯+
∂xxϕ
∂xϕ
a result providing the bundle of geometric objects F with local
coordinates (x, u) and corresponding transition rules. For any section γ, we get the Vessiot general
system R2 ⊂ Π2 of second order finite Lie equations
yxx
yx
+ γ(y)yx = γ(x) which is already in Lie
form and relates the jet coordinates (x, y, yx, yxx) of order 2. The special section is γ = 0 and we
may consider the automorphic system Φ ≡ yxx
yx
= γ¯(x) obtained by introducing any second order
section f2(x) = (f(x), fx(x), fxx(x)), for example f2 = j2(f) providing (f(x), ∂xf(x), ∂xxf(x)). It
is not at all evident, even on such an elementary example, to compute the variation Γ¯ = δγ¯ induced
by the previous formulas and to prove that, like any field quantity, it only depends on γ¯ on the
condition to use only source quantities. For this, setting fxx(x)
fx(x)
= γ¯(x), varying and substituting,
we obtain:
Γ¯ = δγ¯ =
δfxx
fx
−
fxx
(fx)2
δfx = fxηyy = ξxx + γ¯ξx + ξ∂xγ¯
Now, linearizing the preceding Lie equation over the identity transformation y = x, we get the
Medolaghi equation:
L(ξ2)γ ≡ ξxx + γ(x)ξx + ξ∂xγ(x) = 0, ∀ξ2 ∈ R2 ⊂ J2(T )
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and the striking formula Γ¯ = δγ¯ = L(ξ2)γ¯ over the source for an arbitrary ξ2 ∈ J2(T ). We finally
point out the fact that, as we have just shown above and contrary to what the brothers Cosserat had
in mind, the first order operators involved in the nonlinear Spencer sequence have strictly nothing
to do with the operators involved in the nonlinear Janet sequence whenever q ≥ 2. For example, in
the present situation, χ,x =
∂xf
fx
− 1 has nothing to do with Φ ≡ fxx
fx
. Similarly, using Remark 4.7
in the linear framework, we have the first order Spencer operator D1 : (ξ, ξx) → (∂xξ − ξx, ∂xξx)
on one side and the second order Lie operator D : ξ → ∂xxξ on the other side.
The next delicate example proves nevertheless that target quantities may also be used.
EXAMPLE 4.15: In the last example, depending on the way we use γ¯(x) on the source or γ(y)
on the target, we may consider the two (very different) Medolaghi equations:
ξxx + γ¯(x)ξx + ξ∂xγ¯(x) = 0 ↔ ηyy + γ(y)ηy + η∂yγ(y) = 0
Now, starting from the single OD equation fxx
fx
= γ¯(x) in sectional notations, we may successively
differentiate and prolongate once in order to get:
∂xfxx
fx
−
fxx
(fx)2
∂xfx = ∂xγ¯(x) ↔
fxxx
fx
− (
fxx
fx
)2 = ∂xγ¯(x)
Substracting the second from the first as a way to eliminate γ¯, we obtain a linear relation involv-
ing only the components of the nonlinear Spencer operator in a coherent way with the theory of
nonlinear systems ([30],[41]), namely:
1
fx
(∂xfxx − fxxx)−
fxx
(fx)2
(∂xfx − fxx) = 0
At first sight it does not seem possible to know whether we have a linear combination of the
components of χ2 or of the components of σ2. However, if we come back to the original situation
f−1q (ω) = ω¯, we have eliminated j1(γ¯) over the source and we are thus only left with j1(γ) over
the target. Hence it can only depend on σ2 and we find indeed the striking relation:
−
1
fx
[
1
fx
(∂xfxx − fxxx)−
fxx
(fx)2
(∂xfx − fxx)]
1
∂xf
= σyy,y = 0
provided by the simple second order Medolaghi equation γ = 0 ⇒ ηyy = 0 over the target. It
is essential to notice that no classical technique can provide these results which are essentially
depending on the nonlinear Spencer operator and are thus not known today.
EXAMPLE 4.16: The above methods can be applied to any explicit example. The reader may
treat as an exercise the case of the pseudogroup of isometries of a non degenerate metric which can
be found in any textbook of continuum mechanics or elasticity theory, though in a very different
framework with methods only valid for tensors. With the previous notations, let ω ∈ S2T
∗ with
det(ω) 6= 0 and consider the following nonlinear system ωkl(f(x))∂if
k(x)∂jf
l(x) = ω¯ij(x) with
1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n. One obtains therefore:
δω¯ij = ω¯rj∂iξ
r + ω¯ir∂iξ
u + ξr∂rω¯ij = ∂if
k∂jf
l(ωul
∂ηu
∂yk
+ ωku
∂ηu
∂yl
+ ηu
∂ωkl
∂yu
)
and thus the same recapitulating formulas linking the source and target variations:
δω¯ = L(ξ)ω¯
(j1(f))
−→ δω¯ = (∂if
k∂jf
l(L(η)ω)kl)
It is also difficult to compute or compare the variational formulas over the source and target in
the nonlinear Spencer sequence, even when m = n = 1 and q = 0, 1 ([47]).
EXAMPLE 4.17: Let us prove that the explicit computation of the gauge transformation is at
the limit of what can be done with the hand, even when m = n = 1, q = 1. We have successively:
χ,x =
∂xf
fx
− 1, χx,x =
1
fx
(∂xfx −
∂xf
fx
fxx)
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f ′(x) = g(f(x))⇒ f ′x = gyfx, f
′
xx = gyy(fx)
2 + gyfxx
and thus:
χ′,x =
∂xf
′
f ′x
− 1 =
∂yg∂xf
gyfx
− 1 = (χ,y + 1)
∂xf
fx
− 1 = ∂xf
fx
χ,y + (
∂xf
fx
− 1)
χ′x,x =
1
f ′x
(∂xf
′
x −
∂xf
′
f ′x
f ′xx)
= 1
gyfx
(∂ygy(∂xf)fx + gy∂xfx −
∂yg∂xf
gyfx
(gyy(fx)
2 + gyfxx))
= 1
gy
∂ygy∂xf +
∂xfx
fx
−
∂yg∂xfgyy
(gy)2
−
∂yg∂xffxx
gy(fx)2
= (∂xfχy,y −
∂xffxx
(fx)2
χ,y) +
1
fx
(∂xfx −
∂xf
fx
fxx)
Setting f2 = id2 + tξ2 + ... and passing to the limit when t→ 0, we finally obtain:
δχ,x = (∂xξ − ξx) + (ξ∂xχ,x + χ,x∂xξ − χ,xξx)
δχx,x = (∂xξx − ξxx) + (ξ∂xχx,x + χx,x∂xξ − χ,xξxx)
If we use the standard euclidean metric ω = 1 ⇒ γ = 0, we may thus introduce the pure 1-form
α = χx,x + γχ,x. We should consider the defining formula χ
′
1 = f
−1
2 ◦ χ1 ◦ j1(f1) + D¯f2 and have
to introduce the addidtional term f−12 (γ)χ,x which is only leading to the additional infinitesimal
term (L(ξ2)γ)χ,x = ξxxχ,x because γ = 0. We finally obtain:
δα = δχx,x + ξxxχ,x + γδχ,x = (∂xξx − ξxx) + (ξ∂xα+ α∂xξ)
and this result can be easily extended to an arbitrary dimension with the formula:
αi = χ
r
r,i + γ
s
srχ
r
,i ⇒ (δα)i = (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + (ξ
r∂rαi + αr∂iξ
r)
Comparing this procedure with the one we have adopted in the previous exampes, we have:
χ,x =
∂xf
fx
− 1 = A− 1⇒ δχ,x =
∂xδf
fx
−
∂xf
(fx)2
δfx =
1
fx
(
∂η
∂y
− ηy)∂xf
However, taking into account the formulas η = ξ∂xf and ηy = ξx +
∂xfx
fx
ξ, we also get:
δχ,x =
1
fx
(∂xξ∂xf + ξ∂xxf)−
∂xf
(fx)2
(ξxfx + ξ∂xfx)
= A(∂xξ − ξx) + ξ∂xχ,x
= (∂xξ − ξx) + (ξ∂xχ,x + χ,x∂xξ − χ,xξx)
Working over the target is more difficult. Indeed, we have successively (care to the first step):
σ,y =
fx
∂xf
− 1⇒ δσ,y + η
∂σ,y
∂y
=
δfx
∂xf
−
fx
(∂xf)2
∂xδf = −
fx
(∂xf)2
(
∂η
∂y
− ηy)
δσ,y = −[
fx
∂xf
(∂η
∂y
− ηy) + η
∂σ,y
∂y
]
= −[(∂η
∂y
− ηy) + (η
∂σ,y
∂y
+ σ,y
∂η
∂y
− σ,yηy)]
More generaly, we let the reader prove that the variation of σq over the target (respectively the
source) is described by ”minus” the same formula as the variation of χq over the source (respec-
tively the target). In any case, the reader must not forget that the word ”variation” just means
that the section fq+1 is changed, not that the source is moved. Accordingly, getting in mind this
example and for simplicity, we shall always prefer to work with vertical bundles over the source,
closely following the purely mathematical definitions, contrary to Weyl ([54],§28, formulas (17) to
(27), p 233-236). The reader must be now ready for comparing the variations of χx,x and σy,y.
In order to conclude this section, we provide without any proof two results and refer the reader
to ([28]) for details.
PROPOSITION 4.18: Changing slightly the notation while setting σq−1 = D¯
′χq, we have:
χ′q = f
−1
q+1 ◦ χq ◦ j1(f) + D¯fq+1 ⇒ σ
′
q−1 = f
−1
q ◦ σq−1 ◦ j1(f)
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where f−1q acts on Jq−1(T ) and j1(f) acts on ∧
2T ∗. It follows that gauge transformations exchange
the solutions of D¯′ among themselves.
COROLLARY 4.19: Denoting by C() the cyclic sum, we have the so-called Bianchi identity:
Dσq−1(ξ, η, ζ) + C(ξ, η, ζ){σq−1(ξ, η), χq−1(ζ) = 0
5) APPLICATIONS
Before studying in a specific way electromagnetism and gravitation, we shall come back to
Example 4.10 and provide a technical result which, though looking like evident at first sight, is at
the origin of a deep misunderstanding done by the brothers Cosserat and Weyl on the variational
procedure used in the study of physical problems (Compare to [20] and [50]).
Setting dx = dx1∧...∧dxn for simplicity while using Lemma 4.11 and the fact that the standard
Lie derivative is commuting with any diffeomorphism, we obtain at once:
y = f(x) ⇒ dy = det(∂if
k(x))dx = ∆(x)dx
η = T (f)ξ ⇒ L(η)dy = L(ξ)(∆(x)dx) ⇒ δ∆ = ∆divy(η) = ∆divx(ξ) + ξ
r∂r∆
The interest of such a presentation is to provide the right correspondence between the source/target
and the Euler/Lagrange choices. Indeed, if we use the way followed by most authors up to now
in continuum mechanics, we should have source=Lagrange, target=Euler, a result leading to the
conservation of mass dm = ρdy = ρ0dx = dx when ρ0 is the original initial mass per unit volume.
We may set ρ0 = 1 and obtain therefore ρ(f(x)) = 1/∆(x), a choice leading to:
δρ+ ηk
∂ρ
∂yk
= −
1
∆2
δ∆ ⇒ δρ = −ρ
∂ηk
∂yk
− ηk
∂ρ
∂yk
= −ρ
∂ξr
∂xr
⇒ δρ = −
∂(ρηk)
∂yk
but the concept of ”variation ” is not mathematically well defined, though this result is coherent
with the classical formulas that can be found for example in ([7],[27]) or ([53], (17) and (18) p 233,
(20) to (21) p 234, (76) p 289, (78) p 290) where ” points are moved ”.
On the contrary, if we adopt the unusual choice source=Euler, target=Lagrange, we should get
ρ(x) = ∆(x), a choice leading to δρ = δ∆ and thus:
δρ = ρ
∂ηk
∂yk
= ρ
∂ξr
∂xr
+ ξr∂rρ = ∂r(ρξ
r)
which is the right choice agreeing, up to the sign, with classical formulas but with the important
improvement that this result becomes a purely mathematical one, obtained from a well defined
variational procedure involving only the so-called ” vertical ” machinery. This result fully explains
why we had doubts about the sign involved in the variational formulas of ([27], p 383) but without
being able to correct them at that time. We may finally revisit Lemma 4.11 in order to obtain the
fundamental identity over the source:
∂
∂xi
(∆(x)
∂gi
∂yk
(f(x))) ≡ 0, ∀x ∈ X
which becomes the conservation of mass when n = 4 and k = 4.
In addition, as many chases will be used through many diagrams in the sequel, we invite the
reader not familiar with these technical tools to consult the books ([3],[21],[48]) that we consider
as the best references for learning about homological algebra. A more elementary approach can be
found in ([32]) that has been used during many intensive courses on the applications of homological
algebra to control theory. As for differential homological algebra, one of the most difficult tools
existing in mathematics today, and its link with applications, we refer the reader to the various
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references provided in ([37],[45]).
Finally, for the reader interested by a survey on more explicit applications, we particularly
refer to ([2],[24],[34],[42]) for analytical mechanics and hydrodynamics, ([31],[33],[46]) for coupling
phenomenas, ([36],[38],[42],[55-56]) for the foundations of Gauge Theory, ([35],[39],[41],[42-43]) for
the foundations of General Relativity, ([40],[44]) for unusual explicit computations of compatibility
conditions (CC) for linear differential operators.
A) POINCARE, WEYL AND CONFORMAL GROUPS
When constructing inductively the Janet and Spencer sequences for an involutive system
Rq ⊂ Jq(E), we have to use the following commutative and exact diagrams where we have set
F0 = Jq(E)/Rq and used a diagonal chase :
0
↓
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ δ(∧r−1T ∗ ⊗ gq+1) → ∧
rT ∗ ⊗Rq → Cr → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ δ(∧r−1T ∗ ⊗ Sq+1T
∗ ⊗ T ) → ∧rT ∗ ⊗ Jq(E) → Cr(E) → 0
↓ ↓ ց ↓
0→ ∧rT ∗ ⊗Rq + δ(∧
r−1T ∗ ⊗ Sq+1T
∗ ⊗ E) → ∧rT ∗ ⊗ F0 → Fr → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
It follows that the short exact sequences 0 → Cr → Cr(E)
Φr−→ Fr → 0 are allowing to define the
Janet and Spencer bundles inductively. If we consider two involutive systems 0 ⊂ Rq ⊂ Rˆq ⊂ Jq(E),
it follows that the kernels of the induced canonical epimorphisms Fr → Fˆr → 0 are isomorphic
to the cokernels of the canonical monomorphisms 0 → Cr → Cˆr ⊂ Cr(E) and we may say that
Janet and Spencer play at see-saw because we have the formula dim(Cr)+dim(Fr) = dim(Cr(E)).
When dealing with applications, we have set E = T and considered systems of finite type
Lie equations determined by Lie groups of transformations. Accordingly, we have obtained in
particular Cr = ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ R2 ⊂ ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 = Cˆr ⊂ Cr(T ) when comparing the classical and con-
formal Killing systems, but these bundles have never been used in physics. However, instead of
the classical Killing system R1 ⊂ J1(T ) defined by the infinitesimal first order PD Lie equations
Ω ≡ L(ξ)ω = 0 and its first prolongations R2 ⊂ J2(T ) defined by the infinitesimal additional
second order PD Lie equations Γ ≡ L(ξ)γ = 0 or the conformal Killing system Rˆ2 ⊂ J2(T ) defined
by Ω ≡ L(ξ)ω = 2A(x)ω and Γ ≡ L(ξ)γ = (δki Aj(x) + δ
k
jAi(x)−ωijω
ksAs(x)) ∈ S2T
∗⊗T but we
may also consider the formal Lie derivatives for geometric objects:
Ωij ≡ (L(ξ1)ω)ij ≡ ωrjξ
r
i + ωirξ
r
j + ξ
r∂rωij = 0
Γkij ≡ (L(ξ2)γ)
k
ij ≡ ξ
k
ij + γ
k
rjξ
r
j + γ
k
irξ
r
j − γ
r
ijξ
r
k + ξ
r∂rγ
k
ij = 0
We may now introduce the intermediate differential system R˜2 ⊂ J2(T ) defined by L(ξ)ω =
2A(x)ω and Γ ≡ L(ξ)γ = 0, for the Weyl group obtained by adding the only dilatation with
infinitesimal generator xi∂i to the Poincare´ group. We have the relations R1 ⊂ R˜1 = Rˆ1 and the
strict inclusions R2 ⊂ R˜2 ⊂ Rˆ2 when R2 = ρ1(R1), R˜2 = ρ1(R˜1), Rˆ2 = ρ1(Rˆ1) but we have to
notice that we must have ∂iA − Ai = 0 for the conformal system and thus Ai = 0 ⇒ A = cst
if we do want to deal again with an involutive second order system R˜2 ⊂ J2(T ). However, we
must not forget that the comparison between the Spencer and the Janet sequences can only be
done for involutive operators, that is we can indeed use the involutive systems R2 ⊂ R˜2 but we
have to use Rˆ3 even if it is isomorphic to Rˆ2. Finally, as gˆ2 ≃ T
∗ and gˆ3 = 0, ∀n ≥ 3, the first
Spencer operator Rˆ2
D1−→ T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 is induced by the usual Spencer operator Rˆ3
D
−→ T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 :
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(0, 0, ξrrj, ξ
r
rij = 0)→ (0, ∂i0− ξ
r
ri, ∂iξ
r
rj − 0) and thus projects by cokernel onto the induced opera-
tor T ∗ → T ∗ ⊗ T ∗. Composing with δ, it projects therefore onto T ∗
d
→ ∧2T ∗ : A→ dA = F as in
EM and so on by using he fact that D1 and d are both involutive or the composite epimorphisms
Cˆr → Cˆr/C˜r ≃ ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ (Rˆ2/R˜2) ≃ ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ gˆ2 ≃ ∧
rT ∗ ⊗ T ∗
δ
−→ ∧r+1T ∗. The main result we have
obtained is thus to be able to increase the order and dimension of the underlying jet bundles and
groups as we have ([47],[53-55]):
POINCARE GROUP ⊂WEY L GROUP ⊂ CONFORMAL GROUP
that is 10 < 11 < 15 when n = 4 and our aim is now to prove that the mathematical structures of
electromagnetism and gravitation only depend on the second order jets.
With more details, the Killing system R2 ⊂ J2(T ) is defined by the infinitesimal Lie equations
in Medolaghi form with the well known Levi-Civita isomorphism (ω, γ) ≃ j1(ω) for geometric ob-
jects: {
Ωij ≡ ωrjξ
r
i + ωirξ
r
j + ξ
r∂rωij = 0
Γkij ≡ γ
k
rjξ
r
i + γ
k
irξ
r
j − γ
r
ijξ
k
r + ξ
r∂rγ
k
ij = 0
We notice that R2(ω¯) = R2(ω) ⇔ ω¯ = aω, a = cst, γ¯ = γ and refer the reader to ([LAP]) for
more details about the link between this result and the deformation theory of algebraic structures.
We also notice that R1 is formally integrable and thus R2 is involutive if and only if ω has constant
Riemannian curvature along the results of L. P. Eisenhart ([11]). The only structure constant c
appearing in the corresponding Vessiot structure equations is such that c¯ = c/a and the normalizer
of R1 is R1 if and only if c 6= 0. Otherwise R1 is of codimension 1 in its normalizer R˜1 as we shall
see below by adding the only dilatation. In all what follows, ω is assumed to be flat with c = 0
and vanishing Weyl tensor.
The Weyl system R˜2 ⊂ J2(T ) is defined by the infinitesimal Lie equations:{
ωrjξ
r
i + ωirξ
r
j + ξ
r∂rωij = 2A(x)ωij
ξkij + γ
k
rjξ
r
i + γ
k
riξ
r
j − γ
r
ijξ
k
r + ξ
r∂rγ
k
ij = 0
and is involutive if and only if ∂iA = 0⇒ A = cst. Introducing for convenience the metric density
ωˆij = ωij/(| det(ω) |)
1
n , we obtain the Medolaghi form for (ωˆ, γ) with | det(ωˆ) |= 1 :{
Ωˆij ≡ ωˆrjξ
r
i + ωˆirξ
r
j −
2
n
ωˆijξ
r
r + ξ
r∂rωˆij = 0
Γkij ≡ ξ
k
ij + γ
k
rjξ
r
i + γ
k
riξ
r
j − γ
r
ijξ
k
r + ξ
r∂rγ
k
ij = 0
Finally, the conformal system Rˆ2 ⊂ J2(T ) is defined by the following infinitesimal Lie equations:{
ωrjξ
r
i + ωirξ
r
j + ξ
r∂rωij = 2A(x)ωij
ξkij + γ
k
rjξ
r
i + γ
k
riξ
r
j − γ
r
ijξ
k
r + ξ
r∂rγ
k
ij = δ
k
i Aj(x) + δ
k
jAi(x) − ωijω
krAr(x)
and is involutive if and only if ∂iA−Ai = 0 or, equivalently, if ω has vanishing Weyl tensor.
However, introducing again the metric density ωˆ while substituting, we obtain after prolonga-
tion and division by (| det(ω |)
1
n the second order system Rˆ2 ⊂ J2(T ) in Medolaghi form ad the
Levi-Civita isomorphim (ω, γ ≃ j1(ω) restricts to an isomorphism (ωˆ, γˆ) ≃ j1(ωˆ) if we set:
γˆkij = γ
k
ij −
1
n
(δki γ
r
rj + δ
k
j γ
r
ri − ωijω
ksγrrs)⇒ γˆ
r
ri = 0 (tr(γˆ) = 0){
Ωˆij ≡ ωˆrjξ
r
i + ωˆirξ
r
j −
2
n
ωˆijξ
r
r + ξ
r∂rωˆij = 0 ⇒ ω
ijΩ¯ij = 0
Γˆkij ≡ ξ
k
ij −
1
n
(δki ξ
r
rj + δ
k
j ξ
r
ri − ωˆijωˆ
krξsrs) + γˆ
k
rjξ
r
i + γˆ
k
riξ
r
j − γˆ
r
ijξ
k
r + ξ
r∂rγˆ
k
ij = 0 ⇒ Γˆ
r
ri = 0
Contracting the first equations by ωˆij we notice that ξrr is no longer vanishing while, contractig in
k and j the second equations, we now notice that ξrri is no longer vanishing. It is also essential to
notice that the symbols gˆ1 and gˆ2 only depend on ω and not on any conformal factor.
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The following Proposition does not seem to be known:
PROPOSITION 5.A.1: (id,−γˆ) is the only symmetric Rˆ1-connection wih vanishing trace.
Proof: Using a direct substitution, we have to study:
−ωˆirγˆ
r
jt − ωˆrj γˆ
r
it +
2
n
ωˆij γˆ
r
rt + ∂tωˆij
Multiplying by (| det(ω) |)
1
n , we have to study:
−ωirγˆ
r
jt − ωrj γˆ
r
it +
2
n
ωij γˆ
r
rt + (| det(ω) |)
1
n ∂tωˆij
or equivalently:
−ωirγˆ
r
jt − ωrj γˆ
r
it +
2
n
ωij γˆ
r
rt + ∂tωij −
1
n
ωij(| det(ω) |)
−1∂t(| det(ω) |)
that is to say:
−ωirγˆ
r
jt − ωrj γˆ
r
it + ∂tωij −
2
n
ωijγ
s
st
Now, we have:
−ωir(γ
r
jt −
1
n
(δrjγ
s
st + δ
r
t γ
s
sj − ωjtω
ruγssu)) = −ωirγ
r
jt +
1
n
ωijγ
s
st +
1
n
ωitγ
s
sj −
1
n
ωjtγ
s
si
Finally, taking into account that (id,−γ) is a R1-connection, we have:
−ωirγ
r
jt − ωrjγ
r
it + ∂tωij = 0
Hence, collecting all the remaining terms, we are left with 2
n
ωijγ
s
st −
2
n
ωijγ
s
st = 0.
As for the unicity, it comes from a chase in the commutative and exact diagram:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ gˆ2
δ
−→ T ∗ ⊗ gˆ1
δ
−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ T −→ 0
↓ ↓ ‖
0 −→ S2T
∗ ⊗ T
δ
−→ T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T
δ
−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ T −→ 0
↓
0
obtained by counting the respective dimensions with dim(gˆ1) = (n(n− 1)/2)+ 1 = (n
2 − n+2)/2
and dim(gˆ2) = n while checking that −n+n(n
2−n+2)−n2(n−1)/2 = 0. The lower sequence splits
because the short exact δ-sequence 0 → S2T
∗ δ−→ T ∗ ⊗ T ∗
δ
−→ ∧2T ∗ → 0 splits and the upper
sequence also splits because we have a composite monomorphism ∧2T ∗⊗ T ≃ T ∗ ⊗ g1 → T
∗ ⊗ gˆ1.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 5.A.2: The R1-connection (id,−γ) is alo a Rˆ1-connection.
Proof: This result first follows from the fact that (id,−γ) ∈ T ∗ ⊗ R1 is over id ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T and
R1 ⊂ Rˆ1. However, we may also check such a property directly. Indeed, mutiplying −ωˆrjγ
r
it −
ωˆirγ
r
rt +
2
n
ωˆijγ
r
rt + ∂tωˆij by (| det(ω) |)
1
n as in the last Proposition, we obtain:
−ωrjγ
r
it − ωirγ
r
jt +
2
n
ωijγ
r
rt + ∂tωˆij = −ωrjγ
r
it − ωrjγ
r
jt + ∂tωij = 0
because (id,−γ) is a R1-connection.
Q.E.D.
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REMARK 5.A.3: If one is using (id,−γ), then (L(ξ2)γ)
k
ijξ
k
ij when γ = 0 locally and we
have (δα)i = (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + (αr∂iξ
r + ξr∂rα − i) as the simplest variation . However, we have
f−12 (γ) = γ¯ 6= γ and we cannot thus split the Spencer operator over the target by means of a
pull-back. Nevertheless, if one is using (id,−γˆ), then L(ξ2)γˆ = 0 when ξ2 ∈ Rˆ2 and the variation
(δα)i contains an additional term ξ
s
srχ
r
,i but f
−1
2 (γˆ) = γˆ and one can split the Spencer operator
over the source and over the target with the help of γˆ but we have to point out that γ = 0⇒ γˆ = 0
locally.
Q.E.D.
We let the reader exhibit similarly the finite Lie forms of the previous equations that will be
presented when needed. We have to distinguish the strict inclusions Γ ⊂ Γ˜ ⊂ Γˆ ⊂ aut(X) with:
• The Lie pseudogroup Γ ⊂ aut(X) of isometries which is preserving the metric ω ∈ S2T
∗ with
det(ω) 6= 0 and thus also γ.
• The Lie pseudogroup Γ˜ which is preserving ωˆ and γ.
• The Lie pseudogroup Γˆ of conformal isometries which is preserving ωˆ and thus also γˆ with:
gkl (x)(f
l
ij(x) + γ
l
rs(f())f
r
i (x)f
s
j (x)) = γ¯
k
ij(x) = γ
k
ij(x) + δ
k
i aj(x) + δ
k
i aj(x) − ωij(x)ω
kr(x)ar(x)
where ai(x)dx
i ∈ T ∗ and thus γ¯ − γ ∈ gˆ2 ⊂ S2T
∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T .
B) ELECTROMAGNETISM
The key idea, still never ackowledged, is that, even if we shall prove that electromagnetism only
depends on the elations of the conformal group which are clearly non-linear transformations, we
shall see that electromagnetism has ” by chance ” a purely linear behaviour.
Indeed, setting as we already did χ0 = A− id and defining χ
k
lr,j = A
s
jτ
k
lr,s, we may rewrite the
defining equation of the second non-linear Spencer operator D¯′ in the form:

∂iA
k
j − ∂jA
k
i = A
r
iχ
k
r,j −A
r
jχ
k
r,i
= AriA
s
j(τ
k
r,s − τ
k
s,r)
∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i − χ
r
l,iχ
k
r,j + χ
r
l,jχ
k
r,i = A
r
iχ
k
lr,j −A
r
jχ
k
lr,i
= AriA
s
j(τ
k
lr,s − τ
k
ls,r)
Hence, contracting in k and l, the quadratic terms in χ disappear and we get:
∂iχ
r
r,j − ∂jχ
r
r,i = A
r
iA
s
j(τ
k
kr,s − τ
k
ks,r)
By analogy with EM it should be tempting to introduce αi = χ
r
r,i and denote by ϕij the right
member of the last formula but the relation ∂iαj − ∂jαi = ϕij thus obtained has no intrinsic
meaning because α is far from being a 1-form while ϕ is far from being a 2-form.
REMARK 5.B.1: The target ”y” could be called ” hidden variable ” as it is just used in order
to construct objects over the source ”x”. As a byproduct, the changes of local coordinates are of
the form x¯ = ϕ(x), y¯ = ψ(y) but the second one does not appear through the implicit summations
over the target because the first order transition rules are:
y¯lj
∂ϕj
∂xi
(x) =
∂ψl
∂yk
(y)yki ⇒ f¯
l
j(ϕ(x))
∂ϕj
∂xi
(x) =
∂ψl
∂yk
(f(x))fki (x)
It follows therefore that A ∈ T ∗ ⊗ T indeed and is thus a well defined object over the source.
LEMMA 5.B.2: The short exact δ-sequence 0 −→ S2T
∗ δ−→ T ∗ ⊗ T ∗
δ
−→ ∧2T ∗ −→ 0 admits a
canonical splitting, that is a splitting coherent with the tensor nature of the vector bundles involved.
Proof: The splitting of the above sequence is obtained by setting (τi,j) ∈ T
∗⊗T ∗ → (12 (τi,j+τj,i)) ∈
S2T
∗ in such a way that (τi,j = τj,i = τij) ∈ S2T
∗ ⇒ 12 (τij + τji) = τij .
Similarly, (ϕij = −ϕji) ∈ ∧
2T ∗ → (12ϕij) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗ and (12ϕij −
1
2ϕji) = (ϕij) ∈ ∧
2T ∗.
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Q.E.D.
We shall revisit the previous results by showing that, in fact, all the maps and splittings exist-
ing for the Killing operator are coming from maps and splittings existing for the conformal Killing
operator, though surprising it may look like. As these results are based on a systematic use of the
Spencer δ-map, they are neither known nor acknowledged.
We now recall the commutative diagrams allowing to define the (analogue) of the first Janet
bundle and their dimensions when n = 4:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ g3 → S3T
∗ ⊗ T → S2T
∗ ⊗ F0 → F1 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ T ∗ ⊗ g2 → T
∗ ⊗ S2T
∗ ⊗ T → T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ F0 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ g1 → ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T → ∧2T ∗ ⊗ F0 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ ∧3T ∗ ⊗ T = ∧3T ∗ ⊗ T → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
0 0
↓ ↓
0 → 80 → 160 → 20 → 0
↓ ↓
0 → 160 → 160 → 0
↓ ↓
0→ 36 → 96 → 60 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0→ 16 = 16 → 0
↓ ↓
0 0
PROPOSITION 5.B.3: Recalling that we have F1 = H
2(g1) = Z
2(g1) in the Killing case and
Fˆ1 = H
2(gˆ1) 6= Z
2(gˆ1) in the conformal Killing case, we have the unusual commutative diagram:
0 0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0→ Z2(g1) → Z
2(gˆ1) ⊂ Z
2(T ∗ ⊗ T ) → S2T
∗
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ δ
0→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ g1 → ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ gˆ1 ⊂ ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T → T ∗ ⊗ T ∗
↓ δ ↓ δ ↓ δ ↓ δ
0→ ∧3T ∗ ⊗ T = ∧3T ∗ ⊗ T = ∧3T ∗ ⊗ T → ∧2T ∗
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0 0
Proof: First of all, we must point out that the surjectivity of the bottom δ in the central column
is well known from the exactness of the δ-sequence for S3T
∗ and thus also after tensoring by T .
However, the surjectivity of the bottom δ in the left column is not evident at all as it comes from
a delicate circular chase in the preceding diagram, using the fact that the Riemann and Weyl
operators are second order operators. Then, setting ϕij = ρ
r
r,ij = −ϕji and ρij = ρ
r
i,rj 6= ρji, we
may define the right central horizontal map by ρkl,ij → ρij −
1
2ϕij and the right bottom horizontal
map by ω ⊗ ξ → −i(ξ)ω by introducing the interior product i(). We obtain at once:
−(ρrr,ij + ρ
r
i,jr + ρ
r
j,ri) = −ϕij + ρij − ρji = (ρij −
1
2
ϕij)− (ρji −
1
2
ϕji)
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and the right bottom diagram is commutative, clearly inducing the upper map. If we restrict to
the Killing symbol, then ϕij = 0 and we obtain ρij − ρji = 0 ⇒ (ρij = ρji) ∈ S2T
∗, that is
the classical contraction allowing to obtain the Ricci tensor from the Riemann tensor but there is
no way to go backwards with a canonical lift. A similar comment may be done for the conformal
Killing symbol and the 12 coefficient.
Q.E.D.
Using the previous diagram allowing to define both F1 = H
2(g1) = Z
2(g1)) if we use ω or
Fˆ1 = H
2(gˆ1) = Z
2(gˆ1)/δ(T
∗ ⊗ gˆ2) if we use ωˆ while taking into account that dim(gˆ1/g1) = 1 and
gˆ2 ≃ T
∗, we obtain the crucial theorem which is in fact only depending on ω:
THEOREM 5.B.4: We have the commutative and exact ”fundamental diagram II ”:
0
↓
0 S2T
∗
↓ ↓
0 −→ Z2(g1) −→ H
2(g1) −→ 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ T ∗ ⊗ gˆ2
δ
−→ Z2(gˆ1) −→ H
2(gˆ1) −→ 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ S2T
∗ δ−→ T ∗ ⊗ T ∗
δ
−→ ∧2T ∗ −→ 0
↓ ↓
0 0
The following theorem will provide all the classical formulas of both Riemannian and conformal
geometry in a totally unusual framework not depending on any conformal factor:
THEOREM 5.B.5: All the short exact sequences of the preceding diagram split in a canonical
way, that is in a way compatible with the underlying tensorial properties of the vector bundles
involved. With more details:
T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ≃ S2T
∗ ⊕ ∧2T ∗ ⇒ Z2(gˆ1) ≃ Z
2(g1) + δ(T
∗ ⊗ gˆ2) ≃ Z
2(g1)⊕ ∧
2T ∗
⇒ H2(g1) ≃ H
2(gˆ1) ⊕ S2T
∗
⇒ F1 ≃ Fˆ1 ⊕ S2T
∗
Proof: First of all, we recall that:
g1 = {ξ
k
i ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T | ωrjξ
r
i + ωirξ
r
j = 0} ⊂ gˆ1 = {ξ
k
i ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T | ωrjξ
r
i + ωirξ
r
j −
2
n
ωijξ
r
r = 0}
⇒ 0 = g2 ⊂ gˆ2 = {ξ
k
ij ∈ S2T
∗ ⊗ T | nξkij = δ
k
i ξ
r
rj + δ
k
j ξ
r
ri − ωijω
ksξrrs}
Now, if (τkli,j) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ gˆ2, then we have:
nτkli,j = δ
k
l τ
r
ri,j + δ
k
i τ
r
rl,j − ωliω
ksτrrs,j
and we may set τrri,j = τi,j 6= τj,i with (τi,j) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T and such a formula does not depend on any
conformal factor. Taking into account Proposition 4.B.5, we have:
δ(τkli,j) = (τ
k
li,j − τ
k
lj,i) = (ρ
k
l,ij) ∈ B
2(gˆ1) ⊂ Z
2(gˆ1)
with:
Z2(gˆ1) = {(ρ
k
l,ij) ∈ ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ gˆ1) | δ(ρ
k
l,ij) = 0} ⇒ ϕij = ρ
r
r,ij 6= 0
δ(ρkl,ji) = (C(l,i,j)ρ
k
l,ij = ρ
k
l,ij + ρ
k
i,jl + ρ
k
j,li) ∈ ∧
3T ∗ ⊗ T
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• The splitting of the central vertical column is obtained from a lift of the epimorphism Z2(gˆ1)→
∧2T ∗ → 0 which is obtained by lifting (ϕij) ∈ ∧
2T ∗ to (12ϕij) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗, setting τrri,j =
1
2ϕij and
applying δ to obtain (τrri,j − τ
r
rj,i =
1
2ϕij −
1
2ϕji = ϕij) ∈ B
2(gˆ1) ⊂ Z
2(gˆ1).
• Now, let us define (ρi,j = ρ
r
i,rj 6= ρj,i) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗. Hence, elements of Z2(g1) are such that:
ϕij = ρ
r
r,ij = 0, ϕij − ρi,j + ρj,i = 0⇒ (ρij = ρi,j = ρj,i = ρji) ∈ S2T
∗
while elements of Z2(gˆ1) are such that:
(ρrr,ij = ϕij = ρi,j − ρj,i = τi,j − τj,i 6= 0) ∈ ∧
2T ∗
Accordingly, (ρi,j−
1
2ϕij = ρj,i−
1
2ϕji) ∈ S2T
∗. More generally, we may consider ρkl,ij−(τ
k
li,j−τ
k
lj,i)
with τrri,j =
1
2ϕij . Such an element is killed by δ and thus belongs to Z
2(gˆ1) because each member
of the difference is killed by δ. However, we have ρrr,ij − (τ
r
ri,j − τ
r
rj,i) = ϕij − ϕij = 0 and the
element does belong indeed to Z2(g1), providing a lift Z
2(gˆ1)→ Z
2(g1)→ 0.
• Of course, the most important result is to split the right column. As this will be the hard step,
we first need to describe the monomorphism 0 → S2T
∗ → H2(g1) which is in fact produced by a
north-east diagonal snake type chase. Let us choose (τij = τi,j = τj,i = τji) ∈ S2T
∗ ⊂ T ∗ ⊗ T ∗.
Then, we may find (τkli,j) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ gˆ2 by deciding that τ
r
ri,j = τi,j = τj,i = τ
r
rj,i in Z
2(gˆ1) and apply
δ in order to get ρkl,ij = τ
k
li,j − τ
k
k,lj,i such that ρ
r
r,ij = ϕij = 0 and thus (ρ
k
l,ij) ∈ Z
2(g1) = H
2(g1).
We obtain:
nρkl,ij = δ
k
l τ
r
ri,j − δ
k
l τ
r
rj,i + δ
k
i τ
r
rl,j − δ
k
j τ
r
rli − ω
ks(ωliτ
r
rs,j − ωljτ
r
rs,i)
= (δki τlj − δ
k
j τli)− ω
ks(ωliτsj − ωljτsi)
Contracting in k and i while setting simply tr(τ) = ωijτij , tr(ρ) = ω
ijρij , we get:
nρij = nτij − τij − τij + ωijtr(τ) = (n− 2)τij + ωijtr(τ) = nρji ⇒ ntr(ρ) = 2(n− 1)tr(τ)
Substituting, we finally obtain τij =
n
(n−2)ρij −
n
2(n−1)(n−2)ωijtr(ρ) and thus the tricky formula:
ρkl,ij =
1
(n− 2)
((δki ρlj − δ
k
j ρli)− ω
ks(ωliρsj − ωljρsi))−
1
(n− 1)(n− 2)
(δki ωlj − δ
k
j ωli)tr(ρ)
Contracting in k and i, we check that ρij = ρij indeed, obtaining therefore the desired canonical lift
H2(g1) → S2T
∗ → 0 : ρki,lj → ρ
r
i,rj = ρij . Finally, using again Proposition 3.4, the epimorphism
H2(g1)→ H
2(gˆ1)→ 0 is just described by the formula:
σkl,ij = ρ
k
l,ij −
1
(n−2)
((δki ρlj − δ
k
j ρli)− ω
ks(ωliρsj − ωljρsi)) +
1
(n−1)(n−2)
(δki ωlj − δ
k
j ωli)tr(ρ)
which is just the way to define the Weyl tensor. We notice that σrr,ij = ρ
r
r,ij = 0 and σ
r
i,rj = 0 by
using indices or a circular chase showing that Z2(gˆ1) = Z
2(g1)+ δ(T
∗⊗ gˆ2). This purely algebraic
result only depends on the metric ω and does not depend on any conformal factor. In actual
practice, the lift H2(g1) → S2T
∗ is described by ρkl,ij → ρ
r
i,rj = ρij = ρji but it is not evident at
all that the lift H2(gˆ1)→ H
2(g1) is described by the strict inclusion σ
k
l,ij → ρ
k
l,ij = σ
k
l,ij providing
a short exact sequence as in Proposition 3.4 because ρij = ρ
r
i,rj = σ
r
i,rj = 0 by composition.
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 5.B.6: We have the following comutative and exact diagram:
0 0
↓ ↓
0 −→ gˆ2 −→ T
∗ −→ 0
↓ ↓ ‖
0 −→ R˜2 −→ Rˆ2 −→ T
∗ −→ 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ R˜1 = Rˆ1 −→ 0
↓ ↓
0 0
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leading thus to a short exact sequence:
0 −→ T ∗ ⊗ R˜2 −→ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 −→ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗ −→ 0
with a canonical splitting T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ≃ S2T
∗ ⊕ ∧2T ∗.
Proof: According to the definition of the Christoffel symbols γ for te metric ω, we have:
2ωrkγ
k
ij = ∂iωrj + ∂jωri − ∂rωij ⇔ ωkjγ
k
ir + ωikγ
k
jr − ∂rωij = 0
It follows that − γ (care) is the unique symmetric R1-connection, that is a map T → R1 considered
as an element of T ∗⊗R1 projecting onto idT ∈ T
∗⊗T . Accordingly, any χ1 ∈ T
∗⊗J1(T ) provides
(χkj,i + γ
k
jrχ
r
,i) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T and thus a true 1-form (αi = χ
r
r,i + γ
r
r,sχ
s
,i) ∈ T
∗. However, such
an approach cannot be extended to higher orders and we prefer to consider half of the morphism
defining the Killing operator, namely the morphism J1(T ) → S2T
∗ : ξ1 →
1
2L(ξ1)ω, tensor it by
T ∗ and contract it by ω−1 in order to get:
1
2
ωst(ωrtχ
r
s,i + ωsrχ
r
t,i + χ
r
,i∂rωst) = χ
r
r,i +
1
2
χr,iω
st∂rωst = αi
where we notice that:
2γrri = ω
st∂rωst = (1/det(ω))∂idet(ω)⇒ ∂iγ
r
rj − ∂jγ
r
r,i = 0
Similarly, there is a well defined map J2(T )→ S2T
∗⊗T : ξ2 → L(ξ2)γ that can be tensored by T
∗
and restricted to T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 in order to obtain a well defined map T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 → T
∗ ⊗ S2T
∗ ⊗ T that
can be contracted to T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ according to the following local formulas:
βklr,s = τ
k
lr,s + γ
k
urτ
u
l,s + γ
k
luτ
u
r,s − γ
u
lrτ
k
u,s + τ
u
,s∂uγ
k
lr
βkkr,s = τ
k
kr,s + γ
k
kuτ
u
r,s + τ
u
,s∂uγ
k
kr
We can ”twist” by A and apply δ : T ∗ ⊗ S2T
∗ ⊗ T → ∧2T ∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T that can be contracted to
∧2T ∗ according to the following local formulas:
ϕkl,ij = A
r
iA
s
j(β
k
lr,s − β
k
ls,r) ⇒ ϕij = ϕ
r
r,ij = A
r
iA
s
j(β
k
kr,s − β
k
ks,r)
Q.E.D.
As ϕ ∈ ∧2T ∗ though it comes from the 1-form χ2 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ2, we obtain the following crucial
theorem ([27-28]):
THEOREM 5.B.7: The non-linear Spencer sequence for the conformal group of transformations
projects onto a part of the Poincare´ sequence for the exterior derivative according to the following
commutative and locally exact diagram:
0 −→ Γˆ
j2
−→ Rˆ2
D¯1−→ T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
D¯2−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
↓ ւ ↓ ↓
T ∗
d
−→ ∧2T ∗
d
−→ ∧3T ∗
α dα = ϕ dϕ = 0
Accordingly, this purely mathematical result contradicts classical gauge theory.
Proof: Substituting the previous results in the last formula, we obtain successively:
ϕij = A
r
iA
s
j(τ
k
kr,s − τ
k
ks,r) + γ
k
kuA
r
iA
s
j(τ
u
r,s − τ
u
s,r) +A
r
iA
s
j(τ
u
,s∂uγ
k
kr − τ
u
,r∂uγ
k
ks)
= (∂iχ
r
r,j − ∂jχ
r
r,i) + γ
r
ru(∂iA
u
j − ∂jA
u
i ) + (δ
r
i + χ
r
,i)χ
s
,j∂rγ
k
ks − (δ
s
j + χ
s
,j)χ
r
,i∂sγ
k
kr
= (∂iχ
r
r,j − ∂jχ
r
r,i) + γ
r
rs(∂iχ
s
,j − ∂jχ
s
,i) + (χ
s
,j∂iγ
r
rs − χ
s
,i∂jγ
r
rs)
= ∂iαj − ∂jαi
because ∂iγ
r
rj − ∂jγ
r
ri = 0. It follows that dα = ϕ ∈ ∧
2T ∗ and thus dϕ = 0, that is ∂iϕjk + ∂jϕki+
∂kϕij = 0, has an intrinsic meaning in ∧
3T ∗. It is important to notice that the corresponding
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EM Lagrangian is defined on sections of Cˆ1 killed by D¯2 but not on Cˆ2, contrary to gauge theory.
Finally, the south west arrow in the left square is the composition:
f2 ∈ Rˆ2
D¯1−→ χ2 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
pi21−→ χ1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ1
(γ)
−→ α ∈ T ∗
Accordingly, though α is a potential for ϕ, it can also be considered as a part of the field but
the important fact is that the first set of (linear) Maxwell equations dϕ = 0 is induced by the
(nonlinear) operator D¯2. The linearized framework will explain this point.
One of the most important but difficult result of this paper will be the following direct proof of
the existence of the right square in the previous diagram.
Supposing for simplicity that ω is a (locally) constant metric (in fact the Minkowski metric !)
and thus γ = 0. When we are considering the conformal group of space-time, it first follows that
the jets of order three vanish and the formula (3∗) can be now written:
∂iχ
k
lr,j − ∂jχ
k
lr,i − (χ
s
r,iχ
k
ls,j + χ
s
l,iχ
k
rs,j + χ
s
lr,iχ
k
s,j − χ
s
r,jχ
k
ls,i − χ
s
l,jχ
k
rs,i − χ
s
lr,jχ
k
s,i) = 0
Contracting in k = l = u and replacing r by t, we obtain the simple formula:
∂iχ
u
ut,j − ∂jχ
u
ut,i − χ
s
t,iχ
u
us,j + χ
s
t,jχ
u
us,i = 0
Multiplyig by Atk the two last terms and replacing χ by τ , we get for these terms only:
AriA
s
jA
t
k(τ
v
t,sτ
u
uv,r − τ
v
t,rτ
u
uv,s)
Now, denoting by C(i, j, k) the cyclic sum on the permutation (i, j, k) → (j, k, i) → (k, i, j) and
proceeding in this way on the last formula, we obtain easily:
C(i, j, k)AriA
s
jA
t
k(τ
v
t,s − τ
v
s,t)τ
u
uv,r
or, equivalently:
AriA
s
jA
t
kC(r, s, t)(τ
v
t,s − τ
v
s,t)τ
u
uv,r = A
r
iA
s
jA
t
kC(r, s, t)(τ
v
s,r − τ
v
r,s)τ
u
uv,t
Let us now similarly consider only the two first terms. After multiplication by Atk and integra-
tion by part, we get for the first:
Atk(∂i(A
s
jτut,s) = ∂i(A
s
jA
t
kτ
u
ut,s)−A
s
jτ
u
ut,s∂iA
t
k
Applying the same procedure to the second term and considering the sum C(i, j, k) while rearrang-
ing the six terms of the summation two by two, we obtain:
C(i, j, k)(∂k(A
t
jA
s
i τ
u
ut,s −A
t
iA
r
jτ
u
ut,r) +A
t
kτ
u
ur,t∂jA
r
i −A
t
kτ
u
ut,r∂iA
r
j)
Exchanging the dumb indices between themselves, we finally obtain:
C(i, j, k)(∂k(A
r
iA
s
j(τ
u
us,r − τ
u
ur,s) +A
t
kτ
u
ur,t(∂iA
r
j − ∂jA
r
i ))
that is to say, taking into account the equations (1∗):
−C(i, j, k)(∂kϕij) + C(i, j, k)(A
r
iA
s
jA
t
k(τ
v
r,s − τ
v
s,r)τ
u
uv,t)
or, equivalently:
−C(i, j, k)(∂kϕij) +A
r
iA
s
jA
t
kC(r, s, t)(τ
v
r,s − τ
v
s,r)τ
u
uv,t)
Collecting all the results, we are only left, up to sign, with C(i, j, k)(∂kϕij) = 0 as we wished.
Q.E.D.
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COROLLARY 5.B.8: The linear Spencer sequence for the conformal group of transformations
projects onto a part of the Poincare´ sequence for the exterior derivative according to the following
commutative and locally exact diagram:
0 −→ Θˆ
j2
−→ Rˆ2
D1−→ T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
D2−→ ∧2T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
↓ ւ ↓ ↓
T ∗
d
−→ ∧2T ∗
d
−→ ∧3T ∗
A dA = F dF = 0
Accordingly, this purely mathematical result also contradicts classical gauge theory because it proves
that EM only depends on the structure of the conformal group of space-time but not on U(1).
Proof: Considering ω and γ as geometric objects, we obtain at once the formulas:
ω¯ij = e
2a(x)ωij ⇒ γ¯
r
ri = γ
r
ri + ∂ia
Though looking like the key formula (69)in ([54], p 286), this transformation is quite different
because the sign is not coherent and the second object has nothing to do with a 1-form. More-
over, if we use n = 2 and set L(ξ)ω = 2Aω for the standard euclidean metric, we should have
(∂11 + ∂22)A = 0, contrary to the assumption that A is arbitrary which is only agreeing with the
following jet formulas improving the ones already provided in ([38],[42],[47]) in order to point out
the systematic use of the Spencer operator:
L(ξ1)ω = 2Aω ⇒ (ξ
r
r + γ
r
riξ
i) = nA, (L(ξ2)γ)
r
ri = nAi, ∀ξ2 ∈ Rˆ2
Now, if we make a change of coordinates x¯ = ϕ(x) on a function a ∈ ∧0T ∗, we get:
a¯(ϕ(x)) = a(x) ⇒
∂a¯
∂x¯j
∂ϕj
∂xi
=
∂a
∂xi
We obtain therefore an isomorphism J1(∧
0T ∗) ≃ ∧0T ∗×XT
∗, a result leading to the following
commutative diagram:
0 −→ R2 −→ Rˆ2 −→ J1(∧
0T ∗) −→ 0
↓ D ↓ D ↓ D
0 −→ T ∗ ⊗R1 −→ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ1 −→ T
∗ −→ 0
where the rows are exact by counting the dimensions. The operator D : (A,Ai) −→ (∂iA − Ai)
on the right is induced by the central Spencer operator, a result that could not have been even
imagined by Weyl and followers. This result provides a good transition towards the conformal
origin of electromagnetism.
As the nonlinear aspect has been already presented, we restrict our study to the linear framework.
A first problem to solve is to construct vector bundles from the components of the image of D1.
Using the corresponding capital letter for denoting the linearization, let us introduce:
(Bkl,i = X
k
l,i + γ
k
lsX
s
,i) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ T ∗ ⊗ T ⇒ (Brr,i = Bi) ∈ T
∗
(Bklj,i = X
k
lj,i+γ
k
sjX
s
l,i+γ
k
lsX
s
j,i−γ
s
ljX
k
s,i+X
r
,i∂rγ
k
lj) ∈ T
∗⊗S2T
∗⊗T ⇒ (Brri,j−B
r
rj,i = Fij) ∈ ∧
2T ∗
We obtain from the relations ∂iγ
r
rj = ∂jγ
r
ri and the previous results:
Fij = B
r
ri,j −B
r
rj,i = X
r
ri,j −X
r
rj,i + γ
r
rsX
s
i,j − γ
r
rsX
s
j,i +X
r
,j∂rγ
s
si −X
r
,i∂rγ
s
sj
= ∂iX
r
r,j − ∂jX
r
r,i + γ
r
rs(X
s
i,j −X
s
j,i) +X
r
,j∂iγ
s
sr −X
r
,i∂jγ
s
sr
= ∂i(X
r
r,j + γ
r
rsX
s
,j)− ∂j(X
r
r,i + γ
r
rsX
s
s,i)
= ∂iBj − ∂jBi
Now, using the contracted formula ξrri + γ
r
rsξ
s
i + ξ
s∂sγ
r
ri = nAi from section A, we obtain:
Bi = (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + γ
r
rs(∂iξ
s − ξsi )
= ∂iξ
r
r + γ
r
rs∂iξ
s + ξs∂sγ
r
ri − nAi
= ∂i(ξ
r
r + γ
r
rsξ
s)− nAi
= n(∂iA−Ai)
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and we finally get Fij = n(∂jAi − ∂iAj) which is no longer depending on A, a result fully solving
the dream of Weyl. Of course, when n = 4 and ω is the Minkowski metric, then we have γ = 0 in
actual practice and the previous formulas become particularly simple.
It follows that dB = F ⇔ −ndA = F in ∧2T ∗ and thus dF = 0, that is ∂iFjk+∂jFki+∂kFij = 0,
has an intrinsic meaning in ∧3T ∗. It is finally important to notice that the usual EM Lagrangian
is defined on sections of Cˆ1 killed by D2 but not on Cˆ2. Finally, the south west arrow in the left
square is the composition:
ξ2 ∈ Rˆ2
D1−→ X2 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
pi21−→ X1 ∈ T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ1
(γ)
−→ (Bi) ∈ T
∗ ⇔ ξ2 ∈ Rˆ2 → (nAi) ∈ T
∗
Accordingly, though A and B are potentials for F , then B can also be considered as a part of the
field but the important fact is that the first set of (linear) Maxwell equations dF = 0 is induced by
the (linear) operator D2 because we are only dealing with involutive and thus formally integrable
operators, a fact justifying the commutativity of the square on the left of the diagram.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 5.B.9: Taking the determinant of each term of the non-linear second order PD equa-
tions defining Γˆ, we obtain successively:
det(ω)(det(fki (x)))
2 = e2na(x)det(ω)⇒ det(fki (x)) = e
na(x)
in such a way that we may define b(f(x)) = a(x) ⇔ b(y) = a(g(y)) and set Θ(y) = e−b(y) > 0
over the target when caring only about the connected component 0[→ 1 → ∞ of the dilatation
group. The problem is thus to change at the same time the numerical value of the section and /or
the nature of the geometric object cosifered, passing therefore from a (metric) tensor to a (metric)
tensor density, exactly what also happens with the contact structure when it was necessary to pass
from a 1-form to a 1-form density ([27-28],[39],[45]). In a more specific way, the idea has been to
consider successively the two non-linear systems of finite defining Lie equations:
ωkl(y)y
k
i y
l
j = ωij(x) → ωˆkly
k
i y
l
j(det(y
k
i ))
−2
n = ωˆij(x)
Now, with γ = 0 we have χrr,i = g
s
k(∂if
k
s −A
r
i f
k
rs) and:
gsk∂if
k
s = (1/det(f
k
i ))∂idet(f
k
i ) = n∂ia, g
s
kf
k
rs = nar(x)
Finally, we have the jet compositions and contractions:
grkf
k
i = δ
r
i ⇒ g
r
kf
k
ij = −g
r
klf
k
i f
l
j ⇒ n ai(x) = g
s
kf
k
is = −f
k
i f
l
rg
r
kl = −n f
k
i (x)bk(f(x))
It follows that αi = n(∂ia(x) − A
r
i ar(x)) but we may also set ai(x) = f
k
i (x)bk(f(x)) in order to
obtain αi = n(
∂b
∂yk
− bk)∂if
k as a way to pass from source to target (Compare to [28]). We have:
PROPOSITION 5.B.10: EM does not depend on the choice between source and target.
Proof: Replacing the groupoid by its inverse in each formula, we may introduce:
α = αi(x)dx
i, αi = n(∂ia−A
r
i ar) ⇔ β = βk(y)dy
k, βk = n(
∂b
∂yk
− bk)
and compare:
x
a
−→ (α, ϕ) ⇔ y
b
−→ (β, ψ)
while setting ψkl =
∂βl
∂yk
− ∂βk
∂yl
. We have successively:
ϕij = ∂iαj − ∂jαi = −n(∂i(A
s
jas)− ∂j(A
r
i ar))
= −n(∂i(bl∂jf
l)− ∂j(bk∂if
k))
= −n( ∂bl
∂yk
− ∂bk
∂yl
)∂if
k∂jf
l
= ( ∂βl
∂yk
− ∂βk
∂yl
)∂if
k∂jf
l
= ψkl∂if
k∂jf
l
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and we notice that ϕ does not depend any longer on a while ψ does not depend any longer on b.
Accordingly, we have the equivalences:
NO EM ⇔ ϕ = 0 ⇔ ψ = 0 ⇔
∂bl
∂yk
−
∂bk
∂yl
= 0 ⇔ ∂i(A
r
jar)− ∂j(A
r
i ar) = 0
Q.E.D.
REMARK 5.B.11: If we use only the conformal group, we must use the metric density ωˆ instead
of the metric ω. However, if we can define ωˆ from ω by setting ωˆij = ωij/(| det(ω) |)
1
n , we cannot
recover ω from ωˆ. The way to escape from such a situation is to notice that:
ω → e2a(x)ω ⇒ γkij → γ
k
ij + δ
k
i ∂ja(x) + δ
k
j ∂ia(x) − ωijω
kr∂ra(x) ⇒ γ
r
ri → γ
r
ri + n∂ia(x)
a result showing that the conformal symbols gˆ1 and gˆ2 do not depend on any conformal factor.
REMARK 5.B.12: In fact, our purpose is quite different now though it is also based on the
combined use of group theory and the Spencer operator. The idea is to notice that the brothers
are always dealing with the same group of rigid motions because the lines, surfaces or media they
consider are all supposed to be in the same 3-dimensional background/surrounding space which
is acted on by the group of rigid motions, namely a group with 6 parameters (3 translations +
3 rotations). In 1909 it should have been strictly impossible for the two brothers to extend their
approach to bigger groups, in particular to include the only additional dilatation of the Weyl group
that will provide the virial theorem and, a fortiori, the elations of the conformal group considered
later on by H.Weyl ([47],[53]). In order to explain the reason for using Lie equations, we provide
the explicit form of the n finite elations and their infinitesimal counterpart with 1 ≤ r, s, t ≤ n:
y =
x− x2b
1− 2(bx) + b2x2
⇒ θs = −
1
2
x2δrs∂r + ωstx
txr∂r ⇒ ∂rθ
r
s = nωstx
t, [θs, θt] = 0
where the underlying metric is used for the scalar products x2, bx, b2 involved. It is easy to check
that ξ2 ∈ S2T
∗ ⊗ T defined by ξkij(x) = λ
s(x)∂ijθ
k
s (x) belongs to gˆ2 with Ai = ωsiλ
s. In view of
these local formulas, we understand how important it is to use ”equations ” rather than ”solutions ”.
REMARK 5.B.13: Setting σq−1 = D¯
′χq ∈ ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ Jq−1(T ), we let the reader prove, as an
exercise, that the following so-called Bianchi identities hold ([28], p 221):
Dσq−1(ξ, η, ζ) + C(ξ, η, ζ){σq−1(ξ, η), χq−1(ζ)} = 0, ∀ξ, η, ζ ∈ T
In the nonlinear conformal framework, it follows that the first set of Maxwell equations has only to
do with D¯′ in the nonlinear Spencer sequence and thus nothing to do with the Bianchi identities,
contrary to what happens with U(1) in classical gauge theory. Similarly, in the linear conformal
framework, the first set of Maxwell equations has only to do with D2 and thus nothing to do with
D3 in the linear Spencer sequence. Indeed, the EM potential A is a section of Cˆ0 while the EM
field F is a section of Cˆ1 killed by D2. This ” shift by one step to the left ” is the most important
result of this section and could not be even imagined with any other approach.
C) GRAVITATION
In the subsection B, we proved that the EM field ∧2T ∗ could be described by n(n−1)/2 compo-
nents of the bundle T ∗⊗ gˆ2 of 1-forms with value in the conformal symbol gˆ2 which is a sub-bundle
of the first Spencer bundle for the conformal group described by the bundle T ∗⊗Rˆ2 of 1-forms with
value in the Lie algebroid Rˆ2, with no relation at all with the second Spencer bundle ∧
2T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ2
that can be identified with the Cartan curvature. Similarly, in this subsection C, which is by far
the most difficult of the whole paper beause third order jets are involved, we shall prove that the
substitute for the Riemann curvature is only described by n(n + 1)/2 other linearly independent
components of T ∗⊗ gˆ2 ⊂ T
∗⊗ Rˆ2 in such a way that n(n−1)/2+n(n+1)/2 = n
2 = dim(T ∗⊗ gˆ2).
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Let us start with a preliminary mathematical comment, independently of what has already been
said in the previous subsection B, and explain the main differences existing between the initial part
of the Janet sequence for a formally integrable system C0 = Rq ⊂ Jq(E) = C0(E) with a 2-acyclic
symbol gq ⊂ SqT
∗ ⊗ E such that gq+1 = 0 and the initial part of the corresponding Spencer
sequence for the first order involutive system Rq+1 ⊂ J1(Rq) (See [47] for examples). First of all,
we recall the following commutative diagram with short exact vertical sequences, only depending
on the left lower commutative square:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ Θ
jq
−→
2
C0
D1−→
1
C1
D2−→
1
C2
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ E
jq
−→ C0(E)
D1−→
1
C1(E)
D2−→
1
C2(E)
‖ ↓ Φ0 ↓ Φ1
0 −→ Θ −→ E
D
−→
q
F0
D1−→
1
F1
↓ ↓
0 0
In this diagram, Φ = Φ0 is defined by the canonical projection Φ : Jq(E) → Jq(E)/Rq = F0
with kernel Rq and F1 = T
∗ ⊗ Jq(E)/(T
∗ ⊗ Rq + δ(Sq+1T
∗ ⊗ E)) is induced by Φ0 after only
one (care) prolongation. As D1 is a first order operator because it is induced by the Spencer
operator, it is essential to notice that such a result is coming from the fact that D1 is of or-
der 1 because Rq is formally integrable and gq is 2-acyclic (See [28], p 116,120, 165). This very
delicate result cannot be extended to the right with D2 : F1 → F2 unless gq is involutive, a
situation fulfilled by jq which is an involutive injective operator. Also the first order operator
D1 : Rq → J1(Rq)/Rq+1 = C1 ≃ T
∗ ⊗ Rq/δ(gq+1) = T
∗ ⊗ Rq is trivially involutive because
gq+1 = 0 and C1 ⊂ C1(E) while C2 = ∧
2T ∗ ⊗Rq ⊂ C2(E). Hence, the upper sequence is formally
exact, a result that can be extended to the right side ( See [40] for a nice counterexample). From
a snake chase in this diagram, it follows that the (local) cohomology at C1 in the upper sequence
is the same as the (local) cohomology at F0 in the lower sequence though there is no link at all
between C1 and F0 from a purely group theoretical point of view. In the present situation, we
have an isomorphism Rq+1 ≃ Rq and obtain therefore D1ξq = Dξq+1, ∀ξq ∈ Rq.
For helping the reader, we provide the two long exact sequences allowing to define C1 and C2
in the Spencer sequence while proving the formal exactness of the upper sequence on the jet level
if we set Jr(E) = 0, ∀r < 0 and J0(E) = E for any vector bundle E:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → Sr+1T
∗ ⊗ C0 → SrT
∗ ⊗ C1 → Sr−1T
∗ ⊗ C2
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0→ Rq+r+1 → Jr+1(C0) → Jr(C1) → Jr−1(C2)
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0→ Rq+r → Jr(C0) → Jr−1(C1) → Jr−2(C2)
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
It just remains to apply inductively the Spencer δ-operator to the various upper symbol sequences
obtained by successive prolongations, starting from the case r = 0 already considered.
Similarly, if we define F2 in the Janet sequence by the following commutative and exact diagram:
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0 0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 → Sq+2T
∗ ⊗ C0 → S2T
∗ ⊗ F0 → T
∗ ⊗ F1 → F2 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ‖
0→ Rq+2 → Jq+2(E) → J2(F0) → J1(F1) → F2 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0→ Rq+1 → Jq+1(E) → J1(F0) → F1 → 0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0 0
we have F2 ≃ C2(E)/C2. If we apply the Spencer δ-operator to the long symbol sequence:
0→ Sq+3T
∗ ⊗ E → S3T
∗ ⊗ F0 → S2T
∗ ⊗ F1 → T
∗ ⊗ F2
we discover, through a standard snake diagonal chase, that such a sequence may not be exact at
S2T
∗ ⊗ F1 with a cohomology equal to H
3(gq) that may not vanish.
With n = 4, q = 2 and the conformal system Rˆ2 ⊂ J2(T ), we provide below the fiber dimensions:
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
15
D1−→
1
60
D2−→
1
90
↓ ↓ ↓
0 −→ 4
j2
−→ 60
D1−→
1
160
D2−→
1
180
‖ ↓ Φ0 ↓ Φ1
4
D
−→
2
45
D1−→
1
100
↓ ↓
0 0
Now H3(gˆ2) 6= 0 when n = 4 as gˆ2 is 3-acyclic only when n ≥ 5 but no classical approach
could even allow to imagine such a specific cohomological importance of n = 4 ([38], p 26-28).
The large infinitesimal equivalence principle initiated by the Cosserat brothers becomes natural
in this framework, namely an observer cannot measure sections of Rq but can only measure their
images by D1 or, equivalently, can only measure sections of C1 killed by D2. Accordingly, for a
free falling particle in a constant gravitational field, we have successively:
∂4ξ
k − ξk4 = 0, ∂4ξ
k
4 − ξ
k
44 = 0, ∂iξ
k
44 − 0 = 0, 1 ≤ i, k ≤ 3
Our purpose is now to extend these comments to the nonlinear sequences and we start with a
few useful but technical local computations ([28]). First of all, we have:
χkl,i = g
k
u(∂if
u
l −A
r
i f
u
rl) ⇒ τ
k
s,r = B
i
rχ
k
s,i = g
k
u(B
i
r∂if
u
s − f
u
rs) = g
k
uB
i
r∂if
u
s − Γ
k
rs
AriA
s
j(τ
k
r,s − τ
k
s,r) = ∂iA
k
j − ∂jA
k
i ⇒ τ
k
r,s − τ
k
s,r = B
i
rB
j
s(∂iA
k
j − ∂jA
k
i )
and let the reader ckeck these formulas directly as an exercise.
LEMMA 5.C.1: Summing on k and r when γ = 0, we get successively:
(τri,r − τ
r
r,i) det(A) = B
r
iB
j
k(∂rA
k
j − ∂jA
k
r ) det(A)
= Bri (B
j
k∂rA
k
j +A
j
r∂sB
s
j ) det(A)
= Bri (B
j
k∂rA
k
j ) det(A) + det(A)∂rB
r
i
= Bri ∂r det(A) + det(A)∂rB
r
i
= ∂r(B
r
i det(A))
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−ωij∂r(B
r
i det(A))ξ
s
sj − ω
ijτrj,idet(A)ξ
s
sr = [ω
ij(τrr,i − τ
r
i,r)ξ
s
sj − ω
ijτrj,iξ
s
sr]det(A)
= [ωijτrr,i − (ω
ijτri,r + ω
irτ jr,i)]det(A)ξ
s
sj
= [ωijτrr,i − (ω
ijτri,r + ω
irτ ji,r)]det(A)ξ
s
sj
= [ωijτrr,i −
2
n
ωjrτ tt,r]det(A)ξ
s
sj
= (n−2)
n
ωijτrr,idet(A)ξ
s
sj
Using the ” vertical machinery ”, namely the isomorphism V (Jq(E)) ≃ Jq(V (E)), like in the
preceding sections, we shall vary the sections δfq = (δf
k
µ (x)) while setting δ(∂if
k
µ(x)) = ∂iδ(f
k
µ (x))
as it is done in analytical mechanics with the notations δq˙ = δ˙q when studying the variation of a
Lagrangian L(t, q, q˙) ([26],[27],[28],[30]).
LEMMA 5.C.2: Let us compute directly the variation of the 1-form α over the target and over
the source, recalling that α = αidx
i with χrr,i = g
r
k∂if
k
r − A
r
i g
s
kf
k
rs = n(∂ia − A
r
i ar), nai = g
r
kf
k
ri
and αi = χ
r
r,i + γ
r
rsχ
s
,i, even if γ = 0 locally. We have successively, exchanging source with target:
δfk = ηk = ξr∂rf
k, δfki = η
k
uf
u
i = ξ
r∂rf
k
i + f
k
r ξ
r
i
δfkij = η
k
uvf
u
i f
v
j + η
k
uf
u
ij = ξ
r∂rf
k
ij + f
k
rjξ
r
i + f
k
riξ
r
j + f
k
r ξ
r
ij
nδai = g
r
kδf
k
ri + f
k
riδg
r
k = g
r
k(η
k
uvf
u
i f
v
r + η
k
uf
u
ir)− f
u
rig
r
kη
k
u = f
r
i η
s
sr
nδai = g
s
k(ξ
r∂rf
k
is + f
k
rsξ
r
i + f
k
riξ
r
s + f
k
r ξ
r
si)− f
u
sig
s
k(g
t
u(ξ
r∂rf
k
t + f
k
r ξ
r
t ))
= n(ξr∂rai + arξ
r
i ) + ξ
r
ri
ai = f
k
i bk ⇒ nδai = n(ξ
r∂rai + arξ
r
i ) + ξ
r
ri = nf
k
i (δbk + η
l∂bk/∂y
l) + nbk(ξ
r∂rf
k
i + f
k
r ξ
r
i )
⇒ nξr∂rai + ξ
r
ri = nf
k
i (δbk + ξ
r∂bk/∂x
r) + nbkξ
r∂rf
k
i
⇒ nδbk = g
i
kξ
r
ri
Then, using the definition of a, namely det(fki (x)) = e
na(x), we have over the source:
nδa = (1/det(fki ))δdet(f
k
i ) = g
i
kδf
k
i = η
s
s = g
i
k(ξ
r∂rf
k
i + f
k
r ξ
r
i ) = n ξ
r∂ra+ ξ
r
r
Using the variation δAki = ξ
r∂rA
k
i +A
k
r∂iξ
r −Ari ξ
k
r , we finally get when γ = 0:
δχrr,i = n δ∂ia− nA
r
i δar − n arδA
r
i
= (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + (ξ
r∂rχ
r
r,i + χ
s
s,r∂iξ
r)− χs,iξ
r
rs
⇒ δαi = δχ
r
r,i + ξ
r
rsχ
s
,i = (∂iξ
r
r − ξ
r
ri) + (αr∂iξ
r + ξr∂rαi)
The terms ∂iξ
r
r + (αr∂iξ
r + ξr∂rαi) of the variation, including the variation of α = αidx
i as a
1-form, are exactly the ones introduced by Weyl in ([54] formula (76), p 289). We also recognize
the variation δAi of the 4-potential used by engineers now expressed by means of second order jets
but the use of the Spencer operator sheds a new light on EM.
Similarly,when γ = 0, we have over the target:
fkrA
r
i = ∂if
k ⇒ fkr δA
r
i +A
r
i η
k
uf
u
r =
∂ηk
∂yu
∂if
u ⇒ δAri = g
r
l (
∂ηl
∂yk
− ηlk)∂if
k
δχrr,i = [
∂ηss
∂yk
− ngrl (
∂ηl
∂yk
− ηlk)ar]∂if
k −Ari f
k
r η
s
sk
= [(
∂ηss
∂yk
− ηssk)− n bl(
∂ηl
∂yk
− ηlk)]∂if
k
a result only depending on the components of the Spencer operator, in a coherent way with the
general variational formulas that could have been used otherwise. We notice that these formulas,
which have been obtained with difficulty for second order jets, could not even be obtained by hand
for third order jets. They show the importance and usefulness of the general formulas providing
the Spencer non-linear operators for an arbitrary order, in particular for the study of the conformal
group which is defined by second order lie equations with a 2-acyclic symbol. When γ = 0 locally,
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it is also important to notice that:
αi(x) = n(
∂b
∂yk
− bk)∂if
k = βk(f(x))∂if
k(x)⇒ δαi = (δβk + η
l ∂βk
∂yl
+ βr
∂ηr
∂yk
)∂if
k
and thus δβ does not only depend linearly on the Spencer operator, contrary to δα.
LEMMA 5.C.3: We have over the source:
δdet(A) = det(A)BikδA
k
i
= det(A)Bik(ξ
r∂rA
k
i +A
k
r∂iξ
r −Ari ξ
k
r )
= ξr∂r(det(A)) + det(A)(∂rξ
r − ξrr )
Now, we recall the identities:
∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i − χ
r
l,iχ
k
r,j + χ
r
l,jχ
k
r,i −A
r
iχ
k
lr,j +A
r
jχ
k
lr,i = 0
that we may rewrite in the equivalent form:
τklr,s − τ
k
ls,r = B
i
rB
j
s(∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i − χ
r
l,iχ
k
r,j + χ
r
l,jχ
k
r,i)
= BirB
j
s(∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i)− (τ
t
l,rτ
k
t,s − τ
t
l,sτ
k
t,r)
Looking only at the terms not containing the jets of order 2 in the right member, we have separately:
BirB
j
s((∂i(g
k
u∂jf
u
l )− ∂j(g
k
u∂if
u
l )) = B
i
rB
j
s((∂ig
k
u)(∂jf
u
l )− (∂jg
k
u)(∂if
u
l ))
(gtuB
i
r∂if
u
l )(g
k
vB
i
s∂if
v
t )− (r ↔ s) = B
i
rB
j
s((g
t
u∂if
u
l )(g
k
v∂jf
v
t ))− (r ↔ s)
= −(BirB
j
s(g
t
u∂if
u
l )(f
v
t ∂jg
k
v )− (r ↔ s))
= −(BirB
j
s(∂jg
k
u)(∂if
u
l )− (r ↔ s))
and the total sum vanishes.
Looking at the terms linear in the second order jets gkuf
u
ij , we have separately (care to the sign):
BirB
j
s(∂jA
t
i − ∂iA
t
j)g
k
uf
u
tl = (τ
t
r,s − τ
t
s,r)g
k
uf
u
tl = g
t
v(B
i
s∂if
v
r −B
i
r∂if
v
s )g
k
uf
u
tl
(gtuB
i
r(∂if
u
l )g
k
vf
v
st + g
k
vB
j
s(∂jf
v
t )g
t
uf
u
rl)− (r ↔ s)
The simplest and final checking concerns the derivatives of the second order jets. We get:
BirB
j
s(∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i) = B
i
rB
j
s(A
t
i∂j(g
k
uf
u
tl)−A
t
j∂i(g
k
uf
u
tl)) + ...
= Bjs∂j(g
k
uf
u
rl)−B
i
r∂i(g
k
uf
u
sl) + ...
With y = f(x) ↔ x = g(y), it remains to substitute the formulas Bir = f
k
r ∂g
i/∂yk while taking
into account that we have Γkij = g
k
uf
u
ij = δ
k
i aj + δ
k
j ai − ωijω
krar because γ = 0 in the conformal
case which only depends on the Minkowski metric ω and not on a conformal factor.
The novelty and most tricky point is to notice that we have now only n2 components for
(τkli,j) ∈ T
∗ ⊗ gˆ2 and no longer the n
2(n2 − 1)/12 components of the classical Riemannian curva-
ture. As we have already used the n(n−1)/2 components ϕij = τ
r
ri,j−τ
r
rj,i = −ϕji, we may choose
the n(n+1)/2 symmetric components τij =
1
2 (τ
r
ri,j+τ
r
rj,i) = τji that should involve the third order
jets which are only vanishing in the linear case but do not vanish at all in the non-linear case. To
avoid such a situation, we shall use the following key proposition that must be compared to the
procedure used in classical GR:
PROPOSITION 5.C.4: Defining ρkl,ij = τ
k
li,j − τ
k
lj,i it is just sufficient to study ρi,j = ρ
r
i,rj 6= ρj,i
and tr(ρ) = ωijρi,j or τi,j = τ
r
ri,j and tr(τ) = ω
ijτi,j . Setting:
ρij =
(n− 2)
n
τij +
1
n
ωijtr(τ)
in a way not depending on any conformal factor, we have the equivalences:
τkli,j = 0⇔ ρ
k
l,ij ⇔ ϕij = 0⊕ τij = 0⇔ ϕij = 0⊕ ρij = 0
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Proof : As gˆ2 ≃ T
∗, we have successively (Compare to Proposition 4.B.3):
nρkl,ij = δ
k
l τ
r
ri,j + δ
k
i τ
r
rl,j − ωliω
ksτrrs,j − δ
k
l τ
r
rj,i − δ
k
j τ
r
rl,i + ωljω
ksτrrs,i ⇒ ρ
r
r,ij = τi,j − τj,i
nρi,j = (n− 1)τ
r
ri,j − τ
r
rj,i + ωijω
stτrrs,t = (n− 1)τi,j − τj,i + ωijtr(τ) ⇒ ρi,j − ρj,i = τi,j − τj,i
ntr(ρ) = 2(n− 1)ωijτrri,j = 2(n− 1)tr(τ)
When we suppose that there is no EM, that is:
ϕij = 0 ⇔ τi,j = τj,i = τij = τji ⇔ ρi,j = ρj,i = ρij = ρji
the above formulas become simpler with:
nρij = (n− 2)τij + ωijtr(τ) ⇔ τij =
n
n− 2
ρij −
n
2(n− 1)(n− 2)
ωijtr(ρ)
Surprisingly, in the general situation, we have:
nρi,j = (n− 1)τi,j − τj,i + ωijtr(τ), nρj,i = (n− 1)τj,i − τi,j + ωijtr(τ)
Summing, we discover that the same formula is still valid.
We may thus express ρkl,ij by means of ρi,j or by means of τi,j while using the relations
ϕij = ρ
r
r,ij = τi,j − τj,i = ρi,j − ρj,i. As gˆ2 is 2-acyclic when n ≥ 4 in the conformal case
([28],[38]), we have the short exact sequence:
0 −→ gˆ3
δ
−→ T ∗ ⊗ gˆ2
δ
−→ δ(T ∗ ⊗ gˆ2) −→ 0
Moreover, as gˆ3 = 0 when n ≥ 3, we have an isomorphism T
∗⊗gˆ2 ≃ δ(T
∗⊗gˆ2), both vector bundles
having the same fiber dimension n2 = n(n−1)2 +
n(n+1)
2 when n ≥ 4 and thus τ
k
li,j = 0⇔ ρ
k
l,ij = 0.
When there is no EM, that is when ϕ = 0, then one can express ρkl,ij by means of ρij = ρi,j = ρj,i =
ρji but there is no longer the Levi-Civita isomorphism (ω, γ) ≃ j1(ω) in the Spencer sequence and
the above proposition is quite different from the concept of curvature in GR as it just amounts to
the vanishing of the Weyl tensor according to Theorem 5.B.5.
Q.E.D.
We notice that no one of the preceding results could be obtained by classical methods because
they crucially depend on the Spencer δ-cohomology. As a byproduct, the same formulas provide:
COROLLARY 5.C.5: The corresponding Weyl tensor vanishes.
Supposing again that there is no EM and looking for the derivatives of the second order jets,
contracting in k and r while replacing l by i and s by j, we get with ai = f
k
i bk:
ρij = ρji = τ
r
ri,j − τ
r
ij,r = B
t
j∂t(g
r
uf
u
ri)−B
t
r∂t(g
r
uf
u
ij) + ...
= nBtj∂tai −B
t
r∂t(δ
r
i aj + δ
r
jai − ωijω
rsas) + ...
= nf lj
∂ai
∂yl
− fki
∂aj
∂yk
− f lj
∂ai
∂yl
+ ωijω
rsfkr
∂as
∂yk
+ ...
= fki f
l
j [(n− 2)
∂bk
∂yl
+ ωkl(y)ω
rs(y) ∂bs
∂yr
] + ...
with bracket symmetric under the exchange of k and l. We have to take into account the following
terms linear in the bk, left aside in the derivations:
[(n− 1)f lj
∂fki
∂yl
+ f li
∂fkj
∂yl
+ ωijω
rsf lr
∂fks
∂yl
]bk = [(n− 1)B
t
j∂tf
k
i +B
t
i∂tf
k
j + ωijω
rsf lr∂tf
k
s ]bk
Under the same assumption, let us work out the quadratic terms in bk as follows:
(τ tl,rτ
k
t,s − τ
t
l,sτ
k
t,r) = (g
t
uf
u
rl)(g
k
vf
v
st)− (g
t
uf
u
sl)(g
k
vf
v
rt)
Contracting in k and r as above while replacing l by i and s by j, we get:
(τ ti,rτ
r
t,j − τ
t
i,jτ
r
t,r) = (g
t
uf
u
ri)(g
r
vf
v
jt)− (g
t
uf
u
ij)(g
r
vf
v
rt)
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that is:
(δtrai + δ
t
iar − ωriω
stas)(δ
r
jat + δ
r
t aj − ωjtω
rsas)− n(δ
t
iaj + δ
t
jai − ωijω
stas)at
Effecting all the contractions, we get:
(naiaj) + (2aiaj − ωijω
rsaras)− (ωijω
rsaras)− n(2aiaj − ωijω
rsaras)
and obtain the unexpected very simple formula:
naiaj + 2aiaj − 2ωijω
rsaras − 2naiaj + nωijω
rsaras = (2− n)aiaj + (n− 2)ωijω
rsaras
or, equivalently fki f
l
j [(2− n)bkbl + (n− 2)ωkl(y)ω
rsbrbs]. Collecting these results, we finally get:
THEOREM 5.C.6: When there is no EM, we have over the target the formulae:
ρij = f
k
i f
l
j[(n− 2)
∂bk
∂yl
+ ωkl(y)ω
rs(y) ∂bs
∂yr
+ (n− 2)bkbl − (n− 2)ωkl(y)ω
rsbrbs]
τij = nf
k
i f
l
j [
∂bk
∂yl
+ bkbl −
1
2ωkl(y)ω
rs(y)brbs]
that do not depend on any conformal factor for ω and thus simply:
τ = nΘ2 [ω
kl(y)∂bk
∂yl
− (n−2)2 ω
kl(y)bkbl] = n[ω¯
kl(y)∂bk
∂yl
− (n−2)2 ω¯
kl(y)bkbl]
that only depends on the new metric ω¯ = Θ2ω defined over the target.
Proof : We have to prove the following technical result which is indeed the hardest step, namely
that ρij does not contain terms linear in bk over the target. The main problem is that, if we have
any derivative of the second order jets over the source, like ∂rai, we obtain therefore a term like
∂r(f
k
i bk) = f
k
i ∂rbk + (∂rf
k
i )bk which is bringing a term linear in the bk and we have to prove that
such terms may not exist if we work only over the target.
For this, let us set over the source:
τks,r = T
k
s,r − Γ
k
rs, T
k
s,r = g
k
uB
i
r∂if
u
s 6= T
k
r,s, Γ
k
rs = δ
k
r as + δ
k
sar − ωrsω
ktat = Γ
k
sr
Looking for the derivatives of the second order jets, we already saw that they can only appear
through the terms:
Bis∂iΓ
k
rl −B
i
r∂iΓ
k
sl = f
v
s
∂Γkrl
∂yv
− fur
∂Γksl
∂yu
Contracting in k and r, we get when there is no EM:
fvs
∂Γrrl
∂yv
− fur
∂Γrsl
∂yu
= fvs
∂
∂yv
(nal)− f
u
r
∂
∂yu
(δrsal + δ
r
l as − ωslω
rtat)
= (n− 1)fvs
∂(ful bu)
∂yv
− ful
∂(fvs bv)
∂yu
+ ωslω
rtfur
∂(fvt bv)
∂yu
= (n− 2)ful f
v
s
∂bv
∂yu
+ ωslω
rtfur f
v
t
∂bv
∂yu
+ ...
but we have to take into account the linear terms produced by an integration by parts:
(n− 1)fvs
∂ful
∂yv
bu − f
u
l
∂fvs
∂yu
bv + ωlsω
rtfur
∂fvt
∂yu
bv
that is to say, we have to substract:
(n− 1)gtuB
i
s∂if
u
l at − g
t
vB
i
l∂if
v
s at + ωlsω
rtguvB
i
r∂if
v
t au = (n− 1)T
t
l,sat − T
t
s,lat − ωlsω
rtT ut,rau
Meanwhile, as we already saw, we have to compute (care to the signs involved ):
(T tr,s − T
t
s,r)Γ
k
lt − (T
t
l,rΓ
k
st + T
k
t,sΓ
t
lr) + (T
t
l,sΓ
k
rt + T
k
t,rΓ
t
ls)
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and to contract in k and r in order to get:
(T tr,s − T
t
s,r)Γ
r
lt − (T
t
l,rΓ
r
st + T
r
t,sΓ
t
lr) + (T
t
l,sΓ
r
rt + T
r
t,rΓ
t
ls)
However, two terms are disappearing and we are left with:
−T ts,rΓ
r
lt − T
t
l,rΓ
r
st + (T
t
l,sΓ
r
rt + T
r
t,rΓ
t
ls)
that is to say:
−T ts,r(δ
r
l at + δ
r
t al − ωltω
ruau)− T
t
l,r(δ
r
sat + δ
r
t as − ωstω
ruau))
+nT tl,sat + T
r
t,r(δ
t
las + δ
t
sal − ωlsω
tuau)
and thus:
−T ts,l − T
r
s,ral + ωltω
ruT tr,sau − T
t
l,sat − T
t
l,tas + ωstω
ruT tl,rau
+nT tl,sat + T
r
l,ras + T
r
s,ral − ωlsω
tuT rt,rau
The four terms containing al and as are disappearing and we are left with:
(n− 1)T tl,sat − T
t
s,latωltω
ruT tr,sau + ωstω
ruT tl,rau − ωlsω
tuT rt,rau
Taking into account twice successively the conformal Killing equations, we obtain:
(n− 1)T tl,sat − T
t
s,lat +
2
n
ωlsω
ruT tt,rau − ωlsω
tuT rt,rau
= (n− 1)T tl,sat − T
t
s,lat − ωlsω
rtT ut,rau
that is exactly the terms we had to substract and there is thus no term linear in ai in the Ricci
tensor over the target, a quite difficult result indeed because no concept of classical Riemannian
geometry could be used.
We finally obtain from the definition of Θ while taking inverse matrices:
Θ2ωkl(y)f
k
i f
l
j = ωij(x) ⇒ Θ
−2ωkl(y)gikg
j
l = ω
ij(x) ⇒ Θ−2ωkl(y) = ωij(x)fki f
l
j
and just need to set τ = ωijτij in order to get the last formula.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 5.C.7: When Ari = δ
r
i , we get ρ
k
l,ij = ∂iχ
k
l,j − ∂jχ
k
l,i − χ
r
l,iχ
k
r,j + χ
r
l,jχ
k
r,i with
χkj,i = g
k
u∂if
u
j − g
k
uf
u
ij . However, in such a situation, we have:
ωkl(f(x))f
k
i f
l
j = e
2a(x)ωij(x) ⇒ ωkl(f(x))∂if
k
( x)∂jf
l(x) = e2a(x)ωij(x) = ω¯ij(x)
Using the Minkowski metric ω which is locally constant and thus flat, it follows from the Vessiot
structure equations that ω¯ must also be flat but we may have f2 6= j2(f) even though f1 = j1(f).
As ω¯ is conformally equivalent to ω, then both metric have vanishing Weyl tensor and the integra-
bility condition for ω¯ is thus to have a vanishing Ricci tensor, that is to say, prolonging once the
system j1(f)
−1(ω) = ω¯, we get j2(f)
−1(γ) = γ¯ and obtain:
γ = 0 ⇒ γ¯kij = δ
k
i ∂ja+ δ
k
j ∂ia− ωijω
kr∂ra
(n− 2)∂ija+ ωijω
rs∂rsa+ (n− 2)∂ia∂ja− (n− 2)ωijω
rs∂ra∂sa = 0
This is a very striking result showing out for the first time that there may be links between the
non-linear Spencer sequence and classical conformal geometry as the above result is just the vari-
ation of the classical Ricci tensor under a conformal change of the metric and the reason for which
we introduced exponentials for describing conformal factors.
With φ = GM
r
and thus φ
c2
≪ 1, we have thus been able to replace 1− φ
c2
by 1+ φ
c2
, suppressing
therefore the horizon r = GM/c2 when G is the gravitational constant andM the central attractive
mass, along with the following scheme:
source
inversion
←→ target
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ATTRACTION
inversion
←→ REPULSION
As it is based on the inversion rule for the second order jets of the conformal Lie groupoid, we get:
such a procedure could not be even imagined in any classical framework dealing with Lie groups of
transformations.
THEOREM 5.C.8: We have the variation over the source:
δτj,i = B
r
i ∂rξ
s
sj + ξ
r∂rτj,i + τj,rξ
r
i + τr,iξ
r
j − τ
r
j,iξ
s
sr
Proof : Using the general variational formulas one obtains:
δχklj,i = (∂iξ
k
lj − ξ
k
lij) + ξ
r∂rχ
k
lj,i + χ
k
lj,r∂iξ
r
+χklr,iξ
r
j + (χ
k
rj,iξ
r
l − χ
r
lj,iξ
k
r )
+χkr,iξ
r
lj − χ
r
l,iξ
k
rj − χ
r
j.iξ
k
lr − χ
r
,iξ
k
lrj
where one must take into account that the third order jets of conformal vector fields vanish, that
is to say ξklrj = 0. Contracting in k and l, we get:
δχssj,i = ∂iξ
s
sj + ξ
r∂rχ
s
sj,i + χ
s
sj,r∂iξ
r + χssr,iξ
r
j − ξ
r
j.iξ
s
sr − χ
r
,iξ
s
srj
χklj,i = A
r
i τ
k
lj,r ⇒ δχ
k
lj,i = A
r
i δτ
k
lj,r + τ
k
lj,rδA
r
i A
r
i δτ
s
sj,r = δχ
s
sj,i − τj,rδA
r
i
Ari δτj,r = ∂iξ
s
sj + ξ
r∂rχ
s
sj,i + χ
s
sj,r∂iξ
r − χrj.iξ
s
sr − τj,r(ξ
s∂sA
r
i +A
r
i ∂iξ
s −Asi ξ
r
s)
δτj,i = B
r
i ∂rξ
s
sj + ξ
r∂rτj,i + (τj,rξ
r
i + τr,iξ
r
j ) + τ
r
j,iξ
s
sr
Q.E.D.
Using the fact that ω is locally constant and not varied (care), we have at once:
δτ = ωij(Bri ∂rξ
s
sj) + ξ
r∂rτ + ω
ij(τj,rξ
r
i + τr,iξ
r
j )− ω
ijτrj,iξ
s
sr
= ωij(Bri ∂rξ
s
sj) + ξ
r∂rτ + τr,s(ω
isξri + ω
jsξrj )− ω
ijτrj,iξ
s
sr
= ωij(Bri ∂rξ
s
sj) + ξ
r∂rτ +
2
n
ωrsτr,sξ
t
t − ω
ijτrj,iξ
s
sr
and thus:
COROLLARY 5.C.9: δτ = ωijBri ∂rξ
s
sj + ξ
r∂rτ +
2
n
τξrr − ω
ijτrj,iξ
s
sr
Combining this result with the three preceding Lemmas, we finally obtain:
COROLLARY 5.C.10: The action variation over the source is:
δ(τdet(A)) = ∂r(ξ
rτdet(A) + ωij(x)Bri det(A)ξ
s
sj)−
(n−2)
n
τdet(A)ξrr +
(n−2)
n
ωij(x)τrr,idet(A)ξ
s
sj
Proof : According to Lemma 5.C.3, we have:
δ(τdet(A)) = (δτ)det(A) + τδdet(A)
= ωijBri det(A)∂rξ
s
sj + ∂r(ξ
rτdet(A)) − (n−2)
n
τdet(A)ξrr − ω
ijτrj,idet(A)ξ
s
sj
= ∂r(ξ
rτdet(A) + ωij(x)Bri det(A)ξ
s
sj)−
(n−2)
n
τdet(A)ξrr
−ωij(∂r(B
r
i det(A))ξ
s
sj − ω
ijτrj,idet(A)ξ
s
sr
and we just need to use Lemma 5.C.1.
Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 5.C.11: We have the following Euler-Lagrange equations when n = 4 only:

ξrri → ∃ gravitational potential
ξrr → ∃ Poisson equation
ξr → ∃ Newton law
In particular τrr,i = 0⇔ χ
r
r,i = 0⇔ αi = 0⇔ bk = −
1
Θ
∂Θ
∂yk
.
Proof : For n arbitrary, we have:
τdet(A) = nΘ(n−2)∆(ωkl ∂bk
∂yl
− (n−2)2 ω
klbkbl)
= −nΘ(n−2)∆(Θ−1ωkl ∂
2Θ
∂yk∂yl
+ (n−4)2 Θ
−2ωkl ∂Θ
∂yk
∂Θ
∂yl
)
Hence, for n = 4 only, we have τdet(A) = −4∆Θωkl ∂
2Θ
∂yk∂yl
. In the static case the gravity vector
must be in first approximation gk ≃ −γk44 = ω44ω
klbl = −bk < 0 ⇔ bk > 0, ∀k = 1, 2, 3 (care
to the minus sign coming from the inversion of the elations). If we introduce the gravitational
potential φ = GM
r
where r is the distance at the central attractive mass M and G is the gravi-
tational constant, then we have φ
c2
≪ 1 as a dimensionless number and Θ = 1 when there is no
gravity. When there is static gravity, the conformal factor Θ must be therefore close to 1 with
vanishing Laplacian and ∂Θ
∂y
< 0. The only coherent possibility is to set Θ = 1 + φ
c2
in order
to correct the value Θ = 1 − φ
c2
we found in ([28], p 450) and we have already explained the
confusion we made on the physical meaning of source and target. Hence, gravity in vacuum only
depends on the conformal isotropy groupoid through the conformal factor but this new approach
is quite different from the ideas of G. Nordstro¨m ([15],[53]), H. Weyl ([54]) or even Einstein-Fokker
([10],[23]). Indeed, it has only to do with the nonlinear Spencer sequence and not at all with the
nonlinear Janet sequence, contrary to all these theories, as we just said, and the conformal factor
Θ is now well defined everywhere apart from the origin of coordinates where is the central attrac-
tive mass. We have thus no longer any need to introduce the so-called horizon r = GM/c2 and
gravitation only depends on the structure of the conformal group theory like electromagnetism,
with the only experimental need to fix the gravitational constant. Such a ” philosophy ” has been
first proposed by the Cosserat brothers in ([1],[8],[18],[27]) for elasticity with the only experimental
need to measure the elastic constants and extended to electromagnetism in the last section with
the same comments (See [27],[30] and [46],[50] for details). An additional dynamical term must be
added for the Newton law but this rather physical question will be studied in another paper as we
already said in the Introduction.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 5.C.12: We shall find back the same Euler-Lagrange variational equations by using
the variation over the target. With dy = ∆dx by definition, we have indeed for n arbitrary:∫
τdet(A)dx =
∫
nΘ(n−2)[ωkl(y)
∂bk
∂yl
−
(n− 2)
2
ωkl(y)bkbl]dy
If we are only interested by the variation of the second order jets, we may equivalently vary the bk
alone and get after integration by parts:
δbl −→ (n− 2)Θ
(n−3)ωkl
∂Θ
∂yk
+ (n− 2)Θ(n−2)ωklbk = 0 ⇒ bk = −
1
Θ
∂Θ
∂yk
Now, with dx = dx1 ∧ ... ∧ dxn and dy = dy1 ∧ ... ∧ dyn, we have:
∫
τdet(A)dx = −
∫
[nΘ(n−3)ωkl(y) ∂
2Θ
∂yk∂yl
+ n(n−4)2 Θ
(n−4)ωkl(y) ∂Θ
∂yk
∂Θ
∂yl
]dy
= −
∫
∂
∂yl
(nΘ(n−3)ωkl(y) ∂Θ
∂yk
)dy −
∫ n(n−2)
2 Θ
(n−4)ωkl(y) ∂Θ
∂yk
∂Θ
∂yl
dy
If we only vary the section y = f(x) of X × Y over X , we have dy = ∆dx, δ∆ = ∆∂η
u
∂yu
and :
Θndet(fki (x)) = 1 ⇒ 0 = δ(∂iΘ) = δ(
∂Θ
∂yk
)∂if
k +
∂Θ
∂yu
∂ηu
∂yk
∂if
k ⇒ δ(
∂Θ
∂yk
) = −
∂Θ
∂yu
∂ηu
∂yk
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It follows that the variation of the last integral is:
−
∫
n(n− 2)Θ(n−4)ωkl(y)(
∂Θ
∂yl
∂Θ
∂yu
∂ηu
∂yk
−
1
2
∂Θ
∂yk
∂Θ
∂yl
∂ηu
∂yu
)dy
After integration by parts, we get, up to a divergence:
−n(n− 2)
∫
∂
∂yk
[Θ(n−4)(ωrk(y)
∂Θ
∂yr
∂Θ
∂yu
−
1
2
δkuω
rs(y)
∂Θ
∂yr
∂Θ
∂ys
)]ηu)dy
When n = 4, the direct computation becomes simpler because a part of the integral disappears.
We are left with τdet(A) = −4Θ✷Θ and we recognize the well known Abraham tensor in the
bracket ([28]), without any other assumption. Accordingly, we may finally say as in the previous
section:
The whole gravitational scheme only depends on the structure of the conformal group.
REMARK 5.C.13: Proceeding as in GR, we may consider the variation:
δ
∫
g
kl(y)[
∂bl
∂yk
+ bkbl −
1
2
ωkl(y)ω
rs(y)brbs]dy = 0
Varying only the second order jets bk, we get equivalently through an integration by parts:
(2gkl − ωklωrsg
rs)bl =
∂gkl
∂yl
If we set b(f(x)) = a(x) and Θ(y) = e−b(y), then Θ2(y) = e−2b(y) and we have successively:
ωkl(y)f
k
i f
l
j = e
2a(x)ωij(x)⇔ e
−2b(y)ωkl(y)f
k
i f
l
j = ωij(x)⇔ Θ
2(y)ωkl(y)f
k
i f
l
j = ωij(x)
Inverting the matrices, we obtain equivalently:
Θ−2(y)ωkl(y)gikg
j
l = ω
ij(x)⇔ Θ−2(y)ωkl(y) = ωij(x)fki f
l
j
and thus:
Θ2ndet(fki )
2 = 1 ⇒ Θndet(fki ) = 1 ⇒ det(A) = det(∂if
k)/det(fki ) = Θ
n∆
Hence, if we set gkl(y) = Θ(n−2)(y)ωkl(y), we finally obtain:
(n− 2)Θ(n−2)bk = −(n− 2)Θ
(n−3) ∂Θ
∂yk
⇒ bk = −
1
Θ
∂Θ
∂yk
in a coherent way with the logarithmic derivatives:
βk = 0 ⇔
∂b
∂yk
= −
1
Θ
∂Θ
∂yk
= bk ⇔ ∂ia = −
1
Θ
∂Θ
∂yk
∂if
k = bk∂if
k = arg
r
k∂if
k = Ari ar ⇔ αi = 0
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6) CONCLUSION
This paper is the achievement of a lifetime research work on the common conformal origin of
electromagnetism and gravitation. Roughly speaking, the Cosserat brothers have only been dealing
with the 3 translations and 3 rotations of the group of rigid motions of space with 6 parameters
while Weyl has only been dealing with the dilatation and the 4 elations of the conformal group
of space-time with now 4 + 6 + 1 + 4 = 15 parameters ([47]). Among the most striking results
obtained from this conformal extension, we successively notice:
• The generating nonlinear first order (care) compatibility conditions (CC) for the Cosserat fields
are exactly described by the first order nonlinear second Spencer operator D¯2. Accordingly, there
is no conceptual difference between these nonlinear CC and the first set d : ∧2T ∗ → ∧3T ∗ of
Maxwell equations where d is the exterior derivative. However, the classical CC of elasticity are
described by the nonlinear second order (care) Riemann operator existing in the nonlinear Janet
sequence but this different canonical nonlinear differential sequence could not explain the existence
of field-matter couplings like piezzoelectricity or photoelasticity ([31],[46]). On the contrary, in the
conformal approach, it is essential to notice that the elastic and electromagnetic fields are both
specific sections of Cˆ1 = T
∗ ⊗ Rˆ2 killed by D¯2. They can thus be coupled in a natural way but
cannot be associated to the concept of curvature described by Cˆ2. This shift by one step to the left,
even in the nonlinear framework, can be considered as the main novelty of this paper.
• The linear Cosserat equations are exactly described by the formal adjoint ad(D1) of the linear
first Spencer operator D1 : Cˆ0 → Cˆ1 which is a first order operator ([33]). Accordingly, there
is no conceptual difference between these equations and the second set ad(d) of Maxwell equa-
tions where d : T ∗ → ∧2T ∗. This result explains why the Cosserat equations are quite different
from the Cauchy equations which are described by the formal adjoint of the Killing operator in
the Janet sequence used in classical elasticity, that is Cauchy = ad(Killing) in the language of
operators. It follows that the elastic and electromagnetic inductions are both specific sections of
∧4T ∗ ⊗ Cˆ∗1 ≃ ∧
3T ∗ ⊗ Rˆ∗2, independently of any constitutive relation.
• Combining the two previous comments, respectively related to ”geometry ” and to ” physics ”
according to H. Poincare´ ([24]), there is no conceptual difference between the elastic constitutive
constants of elasticity and the magnetic constant µ or rather 1/µ of electromagnetism in the case
of homogeneous isotropic materials on one side (space) or between the mass per unit volume and
the dielectric constant ǫ on the other side (time), a result confirmed by the speeds of the various
elastic or electromagnetic existing waves ([31],[46]). In general one has ǫµc2 = n2 where n is the
index of refraction but in vacuum we have ǫ0µ0c
2 = 1 and we have thus only one electromagnetic
constant involved in the corresponding Minkowski constitutive law of vacuum ([22]).
• As for gravitation and the possibility to exhibit a conformal factor defined everywhere but at
the origin, we may simply say that we needed 25 years in order to correct the result we already
obtained in 1994 ([28]). Such a possibility highly depends on the new mathematical tools involved
in the construction of the Janet or Spencer nonlinear differential sequences for various groups, in
particular for the conformal group of space-time because, in this case, the Spencer δ-cohomology
has very specific properties for the dimension n = 4 only.
We end this paper with the french proverb ” AUTRES TEMPS, AUTRES MOEURS” as we do
believe that a modern scientific translation could be ” NEW MATHEMATICS, NEW PHYSICS”.
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